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voters face daunting
task
ОП Parliament
election
day

Ukrainian Americans meet with Clinton;
discuss United States-Ukraine relations

enter the voting booth, carefully read the
directions and then make his selection.
The voter will have to review the list of
KYYiv - Ukrainian voters may have candidates, or find the particular party or
quite a task before them when they enter workers' collective he supports, if that is
the voting booth on March 27, thanks to how he is voting. Each candidate's name
an unorthodox balloting procedure will be followed by the group sponsoring
remaining from Soviet-era elections.
him. if the person is an independent, the
Ukraine's Central Electoral Commission candidate's name will be followed by the
has released details of the voting procedure number of citizens who endorsed the can–
that will require the voter to cross out the didate. Having found his choice, the voter
names of every candidate the person does must cross out all of the other names.
not want elected, leaving unmarked the sin–
The law states that a valid election
gle candidate of choice.
Andre Bouchard, Canadian expert and results only when more than 50 percent
counsel to the electoral commission, said of those voting choose one candidate.
the ballots may be difficult to fill out. That figure, however, must exceed 25
"These are vestiges of the old Soviet sys– percent of the total number eligible to
tem, where two or three candidates was a vote in a district.
"if the voter mistakenly leaves more
large choice. The people are accustomed
to that system. But now we are generally than one name, the ballot is invalidated,"
looking at many more choices in each said Roman Zvarych of the Elections 94
press center, "if this happens in large
district."
Mr. Bouchard explained that he has numbers, it leaves the possibility the
approached Ukrainian television about election could be voided."
And with voter apathy currently esti–
producing a video explaining the proper
mated at 45 to 50 percent, Mr. Zvarych
way to fill out a ballot.
if a ballot is incorrectly filled out, it is said he foresees some people throwing
invalid. With 3,574 candidates registered their hands up in exasperation and walk–
before the February 10 deadline, a large ing out of the voting booth.
Of the 3,574 candidates, 2,082 were
portion relatively unknown to the aver–
nominated by signed petitions, 427 by
age voter, confusion is foreseeable.
For example, the Leningrad district of political parties and 1,065 by workers,
Kyyiv has 20 registered candidates. The collectives. Twenty-eight political parties
voter from that district will be asked to are involved in the election campaign.

WASHINGTON (UNAW) - President
Bill Clinton met with leaders of the
Ukrainian American community on
February 10 to discuss U.S.-Ukrainian
relations. Also at the White House meet–
ing were vice-President Al Gore,
National Security Advisor Anthony Lake
and Ambassador Strobe Talbott, whose
nomination for deputy secretary of state
is pending in the Senate.
Stating that "the relationships between
the United States and Ukraine are at their
strongest point since 1991," the president
outlined the progress in economic, politi–
cal and military relations between the
two nations. He also mentioned that he
had a "very good meeting" with
President Leonid Kravchuk and is "look–
ing forward to President Kravchuk's trip"
to Washington on March 4.
Noting that the United States has
"already approved and provided S175
million in assistance to facilitate the dis–
mantling of the nuclear weapons,"
President Clinton stated that he expects

by Roman Woronowycz
Kyyiv Press Bureau

Media center aims to provide
reliable information for elections
Svitlyana Zvarych, administrative
Kyyiv Press Bureau
director of the effort, said the goal is to
inform the voters about the candidates and
KYYiv - A media information center their positions as best possible. "To get
directed at supplying the press, the foreign the 450 best possible parliamentarians, we
diplomatic corps and the citizens of need to get the best information to the vot–
Ukraine balanced news on the upcoming ers," she said.
Parliament elections opened here on
in order to obtain a wide spectrum of
February 9. The effort called Elections 94 information, Ukrainian press bureaus and
gathers information from political parties, foreign press in Ukraine were asked to
the government and its own staff of writ– dedicate reporters to the Elections 94
ers, and dispatches daily press releases and staff and to join the group's board of
a weekly bulletin to the mass media and directors and financial staffs.
foreign embassies in Ukraine.
Ms. Zvarych said that at the initial
The parliamentary elections scheduled gathering of the group, 33 diplomats, 28
for March 27 will be the first democratic foreign agencies, 78 Ukrainian journal–
multi-party ones for this country since ists and 14 political parties expressed
Ukraine declared independence. Many still interest or support for the undertaking.
question the amount of press freedom here.
Staff writers currently number 22,
Serhiy Naboka, editor-in-chief of the directed by Mr. Naboka, also editor-inpress center, said Ukraine's Central chief of the Respublika news agency
Election Commission still is not trusted (UN1AR). He said the staff includes corre–
by much of the press. "The commission spondents from Post-Postup, Kharkiv
at times gives inaccurate or incomplete News Agency, Symon, Odessa independent
information," he said. "We want to chan– Television, voice of America and Radio
nel information from a variety of sources Liberty, among others. They are divided
to give the people as much information
as possible on the candidates."
(Continued on page 24)
by Roman Woronowycz

"to almost double that amount when
President Kravchuk is here." He also
announced that "we had decided to dou–
ble our bilateral economic assistance to
Ukraine this year to more than S300 million." fThe complete text of President
Clinton's remarks appears on page 3.J
Julian Kulas, chairman of the Ukrainian
Americans for Clinton7Gore Committee in
1992, pointed out that the Ukrainian
American community can be a bridge to
Ukraine. He stressed the community's
great concern for the security of Ukraine,
pointing out that "nations in Eastern
Europe look to Ukraine as a stabilizing
influence." Noting that "time is short," he
urged that U.S. assistance be delivered to
Ukraine as quickly as possible.
Mr. Kulas presented the president,
vice-president and the other administra–
tion officials with a four-page position
paper drafted by the community leadership. fThe full text appears below.J On
(Continued on page 22)

Ukrainian American community's
position on U,S, relations with Ukraine
Behw is the full text of the Ukrainian American community's position regard^
ing United States relations with Ukraine. This position paper was presented to
President Bill Clinton and other members of his administration on February 10.
Ukrainian Americans are united m their supportforthe independence and territo–
rial integrity of Ukraine. As Americans, we believe that a democratic and indepen–
dent Ukraine is in the national security interests of the United States and consistent
with our traditions of support for individual freedom and self-determination.
Background
Under Russian and other foreign ruleforcenturies, Ukraine suffered the destruc–
tion of its culture, language, religions and national identity, in the wake of the first
world war, Ukraine proclaimed its independence on January 22, 1918, and
announced that it would be a neutral nation with no territorial claims against its
neighbors. The government of Ukraine dismantled its military in an effort to
demonstrate its goodwill, immediately, Ukraine came under attack by Russian
tsarist, Russian Bolshevik and German forces, its naive policies resulted in the divi–
sion of Ukraine among Russia, Poland, Romania, Hungary and Czeeho-Slovakia.
Under Soviet rule, the Ukrainian people again became victims to a policy of
genocide that entailed policies to destroy the Ukrainian identity, including the
language, history, religions and culture, This policy culminated in the man-made
famine of 1932-1933, which claimed the lives of over 7 million men, women and
children As the main battleground of the Eastern Front of World War 11,
Ukrainians suffered another 7.5 million casualties (both civilian and military) at
the hands of the Soviets and Nazis.
in April 1986, the Chornobyl nuclear accident again threatened the very survival
of the Ukrainian people. The long-term effects of the nuclear contamination of
Ukraine are just beginning to appear. With the Chornobyl experience, the
Ukrainian people realized, as never before, that their survival as a people was
dependent on their controlling their own destiny.
On August 24, 1991, the Ukrainian Parliament passed the Act of the
Declaration of independence of Ukraine by an overwhelming majority. The utc–
laration acknowledged the "thousand-year tradition of state-building in Ukraine,"
and referred to the act as the realization of the July 1990 Declaration on State
Sovereignty, in the true meaning of democracy, the independence declaration
(Continued on page 3)
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National Assembly members arrested
by Roman Woronowycz
Kyyiv Press Bureau
KYYiv - At least 23 members of the
Ukrainian National Assembly (UNA)
were arrested on February 12 while at a
park in the Bald Mountain district of
Kyyiv, and charged with leading an
unlawful military gathering. Later that
day and the next, police searched the
political party's headquarters and the
home of one of its leaders in Kyyiv.
Among those arrested were the assem–
bly's three candidates in the upcoming
parliamentary elections.
Militia spokesperson Mykola Sunitsa
said the group was illegally practicing
drill formations in the park and that it was
not simply the Ukrainian National
Assembly that was involved, but also its
military arm, the Ukrainian National Self–
Defense (UNSO). "Only five of the indi–
viduals were registered as members of the
organization," said Mr. Sunitsa. He said
only they had the right to march. UNSO is
a legally registered organization in Kyyiv.
The arrested were taken to the jail in
the Pecherska district militia headquarters,
where 15 still remained as of February 17.
Assembly leaders said the police action
was an effort to undermine the organization
and throw it into disarray before elections.
"We believe it is political repression," said
assembly spokesperson vasyl Bilorus.
The organization's headquarters and at
least one leader's apartment were also
searched. Dmytro Korchynsky, assistant
director of the party, said he returned
from the park to headquarters after the
arrests, where within 10 minutes a force
of 33 militia appeared. 'They refused to
show their identification. They simply
asked us where the weapons were and
proceeded to tear the place up."
Members showed reporters one room
they said they had not cleaned up as proof
of the militia's strong-armed method, in

that office various documents, books and
boxes lay strewn about below a picture of
Stepan Bandera, a leader of Ukraine's
underground movement during World
War 11 and the immediate post-war years.
A safe lay open; its contents spilled on
the floor, in a corner of the room, a copy
machine stood ripped apart.
Mr. Korchynsky said no weapons
were on the p r e m i s e s . " W e are n o t
armed. W e have agreed to set aside
weapons during the election campaign."
He said the militia took election docu–
ments, "personal money, computer
diskettes and rubber stamps."
Militia spokesperson Mr. Sunitsa said
they confiscated non-lethal training
weapons and target mock-ups, as well as
what they determined to be "material
applicable to the charges filed against the
arrested."
viktor Melnyk, head of the executive
council of the U k r a i n i a n N a t i o n a l
Assembly, called the police action a
pogrom. "This is not a simple search.
Just look at that room. They were look–
ing for UNSO documents, but what they
got were our election documents."
Mr. Korchynsky's apartment was also
searched on Sunday, as were two other
UNA members' homes.
The three assembly candidates to the
Parliament that were arrested are: Уаіегіу
Bobrovych, v o l o d y m y r Solovey and
Oleh Kuba.
The Ukrainian National Assembly is a
nationalistic organization created in 1990
as the Ukrainian inter-Party Assembly, it
is headed by Yuriy Shukhevych, a politi–
cal prisoner under the Soviet regime and
son of UPA General Roman Shukhevych.
its military wing, UNSO, was established
in early 1992 and has sent troops to
M o l d o v a to fight against M o l d o v a n
nationalist forces and to Abkhazia, where
they have fought on the Georgian side.

McConnell meets community leaders
WASHINGTON (UNAW) - Following
their meeting at the White House, a dele–
gation of leaders of the Ukrainian
American community met with Senator
Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) to discuss U.S.–
Ukrainian relations.
Sen. McConnell, ranking minority
m e m b e r of the Foreign O p e r a t i o n s
Subcommittee
of
the
Senate
Appropriations Committee, was respon–
sible for the legislation mandating "not
less than S300 million (of U.S. economic
assistance) shall be made available for
Ukraine."
Ukrainian National Association
Washington Office Director Eugene
iwanciw thanked the senator for his initia–
tive in providing aid to Ukraine and for his
work in support of Ukraine. The delegation
outlined recent positive developments in
U.S.-Ukrainian relations and stated that the
support of the senator and his colleagues no

Correction

doubt had contributed to the change in
United States policy toward Ukraine.
Sen. McConnell said he was pleased
to hear that "after a year of neglect"
President Bill Clinton has pledged to provide Ukraine with at least S300 million
of assistance as stipulated in the law that
he authored. He was generally gratified
that U . S . policy toward Ukraine has
taken a more positive tone. The senator
recalled the opposition of the Clinton
administration to both his amendment for
aid to Ukraine and his amendment that
prohibited aid to any nation of the former
Soviet Union which violated the territori–
al integrity of its neighbors. (The amend–
ment was aimed primarily at Russia and
its actions last fall against Georgia.)
While pledging his support for the pres–
ident's current positive position toward
(Continued on page 4)

Due to a technical error; the first
paragraph of Khristina Lew's front-page
story, "Renovated historic site houses
Ukraine's Consulate General" (The
Weekly, February 13), was not printed.
The missing section follows.

italian gardens with their fountains, statu–
ary and 12-foot-wide common walkway
went up, insisted on hanging their laundry
in the common backyard. Unable to con–
vince Mrs. Kennedy to hang her laundry
on the roof as the other 19 owners had
agreed to do, the neighbors built an eightfoot wall surrounding the property.

NEW YORK - When Mrs. Walton
Martin conceived in 1919 to purchase 20
back-to-back houses between 48th and
49th streets on Manhattan's East Side to
redevelop them with a common garden,
the idea was considered bohemian. The
owners of 240 E. 49th St., a family named
Kennedy, refused to sell, and, after the

Today, 240 E. 49th St. is still consid–
ered a unique property — not only is it
the only b r o w n s t o n e in T u r t l e B a y
G a r d e n s Historic District to have a
walled-off backyard with the original
laundry hooks still in place, but it i s
h o m e to U k r a i n e ' s first C o n s u l a t e
General in New York.

Meshkov and Kravchuk meet in Kyyiv
K Y Y i v - Newly elected Crimean
P r e s i d e n t Yuriy M e s h k o v m e t with
Ukrainian President Leonid Kravchuk
here on February 4 to discuss future rela–
tions b e t w e e n U k r a i n e and t h e
autonomous republic. During the visit, a
document stipulating that the Crimean
presidency will be based on the Crimean
and Ukrainian constitutions was signed.
A group of Ukrainian and Crimean
government representatives was created
to study concrete economic development
in the Crimea and a mechanism for rela–
tions between the Ukrainian and Crimean
presidents. Mr. Meshkov emphasized
that the Crimea will pursue economic ties
with its traditional partners in Russia and
other countries of the Commonwealth of
independent States.
Mr. Meshkov, who was inaugurated
president of the Crimea prior to his
February 4 visit to Kyyiv, said during his
inauguration that he would travel to
Kyyiv to d i s c u s s s t r e n g t h e n i n g the
Crimea's economic independence with
the Ukrainian president. Mr. Meshkov is
scheduled to meet with Russian President
Boris Yeltsin and leaders of C1S coun–
tries in the future. (Svoboda)
Crimean president appoints Russian P.M.
MOSCOW - Crimean President
Yuriy Meshkov appointed a Russian as
p r i m e m i n i s t e r of t h e C r i m e a on
February 13 and said he will press ahead
with plans to hold a r e f e r e n d u m on
Crimean independence from Ukraine.
The new prime minister, Yevgeny
Saburov, is an economist who served as
economics minister in the Russian repub–
lic's Cabinet shortly before the collapse
of the Soviet Union in 1991.
President Meshkov told the C1S televi–
sion station, also on February 13, that the
referendum put to Crimean voters would
ask the question, "Are you in favor of an
independent Republic of Crimea in union
with other states?"
Mr. Meshkov, who campaigned for
Crimean president on a pledge to join the
autonomous republic to Russia, said, "it is
our natural, understandable and economi–
cally justified desire to be united with the
economic zone of Russia, the O S coun–
tries and Ukraine too, but on a fundamen–
tally new basis." (The New York Times)
Russia objects to "unfriendly" remarks
MOSCOW R u s s i a ' s Foreign
Ministry announced on February 14 that it
had summoned Ukraine's ambassador to
object to the "unfriendly" remarks made by
Ukraine's Foreign Ministry on February 1
regarding Russia's 14th Army in Moldova.
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The "unfriendly" remarks made by the
Ukrainian Foreign Ministry referred to the
decision made at the CSCE foreign minis–
ters' meeting in December 1993 that called
unambiguously for the early, complete,
orderly and unconditional withdrawal of
Russian troops from Moldova in the context of objecting to Russian Foreign
Minister Andrei Kozyrev's recent speech
on Russia's claimed right to station troops
in the "near abroad." The Russian Foreign
Ministry said Kyyiv had "misinterpreted
parts of the decision on Moldova made by
the CSCE foreign ministers' meeting
regarding Russia's 14th Army." (RFE7RL
Daily Report).
UOC-KP ranks swell
K Y Y i v — During a recent synod of
the Ukrainian Orthodox Church-Kyyiv
Patriarchate, The Orthodox Church of
Europe and Canada was accepted into the
fold of the UOC-KP as an autonomous
Church. The Orthodox Church of Europe
and Canada, headed by Metropolitan
Yevlogy Mylansky, has four archep–
archies, thousands of faithful and church–
es in Portugal, italy, Spain and France.
(Respublika)
Ukraine9s citizens to get new passports
KYYiv — Ukraine's citizens will no
longer need to carry separate passports for
internal use and for travel abroad.
According to Evhen Svynarchuk, deputy
consul at Ukraine's Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, in the first six months of 1994,
Ukrainian citizens will be issued one passport. The new, singular passport will be
phased in gradually, with the older passports valid until they expire. (Respublika)
Privatization of homes moving slowly
K Y Y i v - As of the beginning of
1994, 902,000 apartments and houses
have been privatized in Ukraine, 13 per–
cent of housing available for privatization.
According to Anatoliy Dronia, head of the
state committee on housing, privatization
has been most successful in the
Kirovohrad, Kherson and Khmelnytsky
oblasts and in the Crimea, where almost
25 percent of housing has been privatized.
Mr. Dronia said taxes on privatized homes
and other matters impede the privatization
process in Ukraine. (Respublika)
Liberals move away from

Zhirinovsky

K Y Y i v - The Liberal Democratic
Party of Ukraine has appealed to all Liberal
and Liberal Democratic parties in the world
to distance themselves from the Liberal
Democratic Party of Russia, headed by
ultra-nationalist-chauvinist v i a d i m i r
(Continued on page 23)
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Community's position...
(Continued from page 1)
was made subject to confirmation by the people of
Ukraine in a referendum on December 1. Over 90
percent of the people supported that declaration of
independence.
The government of Ukraine declared its intention to
be a neutral and non-nuclear nation. Within months of
independence, Ukraine removed 2,000 tactical nuclear
weapons from its soil Even prior to ratification of any
arms control treaties, Ukraine began the dismantle^
ment of strategic nuclear weapons. However, during
the past two years, Ukraine has again become the target of efforts by the Russian government to undermine
its independence and territorial integrity. These efforts
include acts of the Russian Parliament and statements
by Russian government officials including the presi–
dent and foreign minister,
At the initiation of the United States, on January 14,
1994, Ukraine signed a tripartite agreement to remove
all nuclear weapons from the territory of Ukraine, its
Parliament ratified that agreement on February 3,1994.
The Ukrainian American community believes that
the United States has an obligation to assist Ukraine
in defense of its national security and territorial
integrity, and in its efforts to institutionalise democ–
ratic and economic reforms. Furthermore, the
Ukrainian American community believes that the
national security interests of the United States lie in
the fulfillment of that obligation.
The Ukrainian American community urges the
government of the United States to immediately initi–
ate the following actions;
1, Forceful and public reaffirmation of United
States recognition of and support for the inde–
pendence and territorial integrity of Ukraine.
A. The United States must strongly reaffirm its
recognition of Ukraine as a unitary state and
does not recognize the right of any region of
Ukraine to secede.
B. in light of past Russian claims to the territory
of the Crimea and the recent elections in the
Crimea, it is imperative that the United States
inform Russia that any claims on the territory
of Ukraine (including the Crimea), instiga– ,
tion or support of secessionist movements
within Ukraine, or interference in the internal
affairs of Ukraine will be strongly condemned,
and that the United States will take appropriate
actions,
C The signing of the Charter of AmericanUkrainian Partnership, Friendship and
Cooperation by the United States and
Ukraine should be undertaken during
President Kravchuk's visit to the United
States.
D. U-S,-Ukrainian cooperative programs in the
field of national security should be expanded.
E. Ukraine recently signed the Partnership for
Peace agreement We urge the government
to lend real meaning and substance to this
partnership agreement
1L Expansion of United States foreign assistance
for Ukraine.
A. While the population of Ukraine is 18.2 per–
cent of the N1S, of the U.S. assistance for
N1S nations Ukraine received only 5.9 per–
cent during fiscal years 1992 and 1993, and
only 2.7 percent in fiscal year 1994,
Ukraine's needs for technical and economic
assistance are as severe as that of any other
N1S nation. U.S. assistance to Ukraine
should be expanded to, at least, 18 percent
of total U.S. assistance for N1S nations.
Specific areas of assistance include:
1. development of alternative sources of oil
and gas to reduce Ukraine's dependence
on Russia, including exploration of pos
sibleoil and gas fields in Ukraine;
2. establishment of a Ukrainian Privatization
Fund and expansion of privatization programs;
3L creation and funding of a separate U.S.–
Ukraine Enterprise Fund;
4. modernization of agriculture and agribusi–
ness;
5. technical assistance for management,
law, accounting and finance;
6. nuclear reactor safety;
7. environmental clean-up and planning;
8. military conversion;
9. infrastructure modernization, including
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telecommunications and transportation;
10. medical and health care;
11. military housing;
12. democratic institution building, including
the development of an independent media;
13. development of financial institutions,
particularly credit unions;
14. increased exchange programs.
B. The Ukrainian American community is a
well-organized community with financial
institutions (over Si billion in assets), profes–
sional, cultural, women's, humanitarian and
youth organizations as well as a communica–
tions network. These institutions understand
the political, economic and cultural situation
in Ukraine, have professionals with language
abilities, and have a long-term commitment
to Ukraine. Greater use of these institutions
in the delivery of U.S. assistance to Ukraine
would result in more effective and efficient
use of limited resources. Efforts should be
undertaken by USA1D, US1A and other
agencies to initiate outreach programs to
Ukrainian-American community organiza–
tions and procedures should be streamlined to
facilitate their participation,
C Many of USA1D programs are NlS-wide
assistance programs. The problems facing
Ukraine differ dramatically from those facing
Russia, Armenia, Uzbekistan and others.
Generic programs are ineffective and ineffi–
cient, and leave the impression that the
United States still considers the nations of the
N1S as one entity. U.S. assistance programs
should be country-specific, especially with
regard to Ukraine.
D. in light of Ukraine's commitment to dismantle
the nuclear weapons on its territory, Ukraine
should be provided additional assistance from
the so-called Nunn-Lugar funds.
Hi. increased assistance fromfinancialinstitutions^
A. The United States should use its position in
international financial institutions such as
the World Bank and the international
Monetary Fund to urge greater technical
assistance for Ukraine,
B, The United States should urge greater flexi–
bility in the providing of loans and loan
guarantees byfinancialinstitutions including
die World Bank, the international Monetary
Fund, She Export-import Bank of the United
States and the Overseas Private investment
C The United States should work with interna–
tionat financial institutions for the creation
of a Currency Stabilization Fund for
Ukraine in the nearest possible thneframe.
iv. Programs to encourage U.S. investment in
Ukraine.
A. The long-term development of Ukraine will
be based not on U,S. foreign assistance but
on foreign investment. The United States
should develop programs to encourage the
private sector in the United States to invest
in Ukraine. Such programs are in the longterm political and economic interests of both
the United States and Ukraine,
v. increased cooperative programs with Ukraine,
A. Much of the technical base of the former
Soviet Union was located in Ukraine.
However, many of the cooperative programs
established by the United States have been
solely with Russia. One such example is
space and space technok^ Efforts should
be undertaken to explore areas of cooperation
in thosefieldswhere Ukraine has the techno–
logical or resource base.
vi. Reorganization of the United States govern–
menFs structure for relations with Ukraine.
AX:urrently, the Department of State and other
government departments and agencies work
with Ukraine through offices designated as
"Russia, Ukraine and other Eurasian Nations"
or ''Russia, Ukraine and other Newly
independent States." To continue to work
with 12 of the nations that emerged from the
Soviet Union as though they were still part of
a larger entity, i.e. the Soviet Union, is inef
fective and politically damaging. Relations
with each of the 12 nations should be through
offices that are based on geography. Ukraine
should be within the Centralist European
offices of the various departments and agencies.

з

For the record:
Clinton's remarks
Following is a transcript of remarks by President Bill
Clinton in a meeting with Ukrainian Americans on
February 10 in the Roosevelt Room of the White House.
First of all, 1 know that - 1 think Julian, you and Orest
met with the vice-president in Milwaukee when 1 was
unable to come, and Fm sorry 1 missed the meeting, but
Fm glad to have all of you here now.
І think the relationships between the United States
and Ukraine are at their strongest point since 1991. І
think all of you know that 1 had a very good meeting
with President Kravchuk and other leaders of Ukraine
when 1 was in Europe. We had a fine meeting and a
good dinner at Boryspil Airport, didn't we Tony? And
Fm looking forward to President Kravchuk's trip here
on March the 4th.
We're moving as quickly as we can to establish good
relationships. The first and most important step was taken
with the trilateral nuclear agreement, which was approved
by the Rada just a few days ago. And Fm very pleased
about that, it was very interesting because Mr. Kravchuk
was confident it would be approved, and yet all the press
reports were that it probably wouldn't be, and he turned
out to be right; so Fm very encouraged by that.
We have already approved and provided S175 million
in assistance to facilitate the dismantling of the nuclear
weapons, and we expect to almost double that amount
when President Kravchuk is here. We're also going to
work very closely to make sure that Ukraine receives
fair compensation for the value of the nuclear materials,
the highly enriched uranium, that are in the warheads.
And we have a good strategy for that, and Fm confident
that will occur.
Once Ukraine accedes to the Non-Proliferation Treaty,
which is the next big parliamentary fight, we will extend
further security assurances to Ukraine, including our
commitment to the sovereignty of the nation and its inde–
pendence within its existing borders. And we have been
very clear about that and we hope that will encourage the
Rada and others in Ukraine to accede to the NPT.
We've also had some progress on our economic
relations. Of course the biggest problem, obviously, is
the high rate of inflation and the problems with indus–
trial productivity. But President Kravchuk has, 1 think,
launched the beginnings at least of an economic
reform program. And we had decided to double our
bilateral economic assistance to Ukraine this year to
more than S300 million, and we hope that will be help–
ful to them.
We also have encouraged the World Bank and the
1MF to take a different look at Ukraine, and there will be
delegations in Kyyiv 1 think this week - sometime in the
next few days. There will be delegations from the 1MF
and the World Bank there. And finally, we have agreed
to an ambitious effort to increase American private
investment with Ukraine. So 1 think we are moving for–
ward on the economic issue.
І hope that all of you will play a big role in the devel–
opment of our relations. І hope you will stay in close
touch with the White House. І hope you will give us
your best ideas about what can be done. But 1 have to
say that 1 was immensely pleased that 1 was able to stop
in Ukraine when 1 was in Europe, and 1 was pleased with
the continuing development of the relationship. І know
that the nation has many problems, but it's a difficult
time for all the former Communist economies. And, on
balance, 1 would say we are doing rather well in our rela–
tionships with them, and 1 feel that they're strong,
they're growing stronger. And 1 think the Kravchuk visit
here will be a very positive thing.
One of the things that Fm quite sensitive to that І
would maybe solicit your advice about is to make sure
that when he comes here and when we meet that it's
actually a positive for him at home; because when all
these countries are going through difficult changes - not
just Ukraine, but others - their relationships with the
United States are almost a mixed blessing, 1 think, with
the people back home, because no one wants to believe
that we're - everybody wants us to help and be support–
ive but not to dictate unduly to them what the terms of
their own development and future should be. So it's a
little bit of a delicate thing, but we're trying to be sensi–
tive to that. And 1 think the presence in the United
States of a strong Ukrainian American community can
help to deal with that problem, can help to create a
sense of identity with us among grass-roots people and
various political forces in Ukraine that perhaps will
head off some of the tensions that we have experienced
in other places.
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Shades of gray: perspectives on US-Ukrainian
by Orest Deychakiwsky

CONCLUSION
The U.S. Congress
While the executive branch takes the
lead in the formulation of U.S. foreign
policy, it is especially necessary to take
into account the critical role that the leg–
islative branch (the Senate and House of
Representatives) plays in creating and
shaping foreign policy, including towards
Ukraine.
in the "old days" for instance, it was
Congress and the Helsinki Commission
that ensured Ukraine was not forgotten.
This is not widely known in Ukraine, but
throughout the 1970s and 1980s, espe–
cially following the signing of the
Helsinki Final Act, there were numerous
efforts in the U.S. Congress to call atten–
tion to the plight of Ukraine.
in addition to Captive Nations procla–
mations, these included: various hearings
featuring Ukrainian dissidents or on top–
ics such as the 1932-1933 famine,
Chornobyl, human rights in Ukraine;
numerous resolutions, statements and let–
ters by congressmen on behalf of individ–
ual Ukrainian political prisoners, espe–
cially the Helsinki monitors, concerning
the plight of the Ukrainian Churches and
various other human rights issues; the
establishment of the Ukraine Famine
Commission; statements commemorating
the 1917-1921 Ukrainian independence
or criticizing Russification or other
actions of the Soviet government. All of
these kinds of activities were not at all
uncommon.
And in 1991, it was Congress, through
a resolution introduced by Helsinki
C o m m i s s i o n C h a i r m a n Sen. D e n n i s
DeConcini and Rep. Don Ritter, that
called upon the administration to recog–
nize Ukraine's independence. This legis–
lation passed C o n g r e s s prior to the
December 1 referendum - despite the
State Department's considerable lack of
enthusiasm for it.
Congress and assistance to Ukraine
Since U k r a i n e ' s i n d e p e n d e n c e ,
Congress has also played a role in press–
ing the administration to take a more
active approach with respect to Ukraine
as well as to warn about the dangers of
Russian attempts to resume its status as
an imperial power.
Allow me to focus on one recent
development to illustrate this point while
at the same time pointing out some of the
complications and nuances that exist in
U.S. policy regarding assistance towards
Ukraine.
A growing recognition of Ukraine's
i m p o r t a n c e by the United States
Congress, to cite one important example,
is found in a recent bill appropriating
money for foreign aid. On the last day of
September 1993, Congress passed and
President Bill Clinton signed into law
the Foreign Operations Appropriations
Act to the United States fiscal year 1994.
included in that appropriation is a S2.5
billion aid package for the N1S (newly

independent states). Within the legisla–
tion, U k r a i n e was specifically and
uniquely identified by the Congress for
special mention.
The appropriations bill states that "of
the funds appropriated by this or any
other act, not less than S300 million
should be made available to Ukraine."
This language is significant even if the
amount is not adequate, it is important
within the context of the evolving U.S.–
Ukrainian relationship and evidences a
growing recognition by Congress of
Ukraine and growing commitment to an
independent, democratic Ukraine.
But even this favorable Congressional
decision should be viewed in light of the
following: First, there have been rather
large reductions in over-all levels of
funding for foreign aid by the Congress
this year, given A m e r i c a ' s increased
focus on its own, domestic concerns.
Second, over recent years there has been
a growing resistance in the Congress
against earmarking specific monies (des–
ignating specific amounts) for individual

Since Ukraine's independence, Congress has
played a role in pressing the administration to
take a more active approach with respect to
Ukraine as well as to warn about the dangers of
Russian attempts to resume its status as an
imperial power.
c o u n t r i e s . Third, and p e r h a p s most
notably, Ukraine's lack of progress in
reforms was used by the administration
and by some within Congress as an argu–
ment against singling out Ukraine for
special consideration.
Yet, despite these factors arguing
against special recognition for Ukraine,
the efforts of sympathetic members of
Congress and lobbying by the Ukrainian
American community succeeded in hav–
ing this language included in the appro–
priations bill.
Clearly, major challenges remain with
respect to this assistance. One challenge
will be to ensure that the administration
upholds the intent of Congress in actually
providing the funds for Ukraine. This is
not a foregone conclusion, as there are
concerns that the administration may be
reluctant to spend all of this money, argu–
ing that in the absence of a sound eco–
nomic policy in Ukraine it may be diffi–
cult to deliver and absorb assistance.
While there are some indications that
U k r a i n e may again be u n d e r t a k i n g
reform efforts, without genuine reform,
Congress could refuse to appropriate
additional aid to Ukraine in the future,
fearing that American taxpayer dollars
are not going for a useful purpose.
Thus, whereas Congress may be more
favorably disposed than the administra–
tion, there are a variety of dynamics that
affect its actions with respect to Ukraine.
The non-governmental sector

Orest Deychakiwsky is a staff member
of the U.S. Commission on Security and
Cooperation
in Europe
(Helsinki
Commission), an independent U.S. gov–
ernmental agency. The views expressed
in the article are his own and do not nec–
essarily represent the views of the
Helsinki Commission. This article is
scheduled to appear in the February
issue of the Ukrainian foreign
policy
journal "Polityka і Chas. "

committed Ukrainian Americans brought
to Congress's or the executive's attention
issues concerning Ukraine (whether
through direct contacts with individual
congressmen or congressional staff, or
statements, letters or telephone calls to
c o n g r e s s i o n a l offices, or the W h i t e
House or State Department).
And one most certainly cannot under–
e s t i m a t e the role of p r o m i n e n t and
respected private individuals of nonUkrainian extraction - including former
high governmental officials such as
Zbigniew Brzezinski or Dick Cheney - in
articulating support for Ukrainian statehood and pointing out the dangers of any
restoration of the Russian empire.
An especially significant role is played
by n o n - g o v e r n m e n t a l o r g a n i z a t i o n s
(NGOs), a growing number of which are
p r e s e n t in U k r a i n e . M o r e and more
American NGOs assisting Ukraine in a
wide range of endeavors - democratic
institution b u i l d i n g , p r i v a t i z a t i o n ,
humanitarian relief, health care, the envi–
ronment, media, culture and education.

One also must not ignore the role of
the Ukrainian American community and
other A m e r i c a n s c o n c e r n e d about
Ukraine's fate in influencing policy. The
Ukrainian American community, while
far from being the most influential lobby
in Washington, has over the years con–
tributed significantly toward promoting
Ukrainian interests.
Many of the actions prior to indepen–
dence noted earlier came about because

Ukrainian Americans are playing impor–
tant roles in many of the private, volun–
tary organizations active in Ukraine. Still
other NGOs are primarily, or exclusively,
Ukrainian American.
With their active presence in Ukraine,
N G O s are working with both the
Ukrainian government and, as important–
ly, with Ukraine's own emerging inde–
pendent, non-governmental institutions.
Many of the non-governmental initia–
tives in Ukraine complement expanding
U.S. governmental efforts as well. There
is a wide assortment of ongoing U.S.–
funded technical and humanitarian assis–
tance projects by governmental depart–
ments and agencies i n c l u d i n g U . S .
Agency for international Development,
the State, Defense, Commerce, Treasury,
Agriculture and Energy departments,
United States information Agency, Peace
Corps, Overseas Private i n v e s t m e n t
Corporation (ОРІС), the Environmental
P r o t e c t i o n A g e n c y (EPA) and the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC),

McConnell meets...
(Continued from page 2)
Ukraine, the Kentucky senator expressed
concern that in his recent confirmation
hearings, Ambassador Talbott continued
to endorse a "Russia first" policy. He also
stated that the president will have an
opportunity to demonstrate his support for
Ukraine by endorsing the s e n a t o r ' s
amendment for assistance to Ukraine in
the foreign assistance appropriations act
later this year. The senator stressed the
need to continue holding the administra–
tion's "feet to the fire" on its commit–
ments to Ukraine and commended the
community for its work in this regard.
The d e l e g a t i o n ' s concern about
Russian policy toward its neighbors was
shared by the senator, who expressed
apprehension about developments in the

relations

among others.
To enumerate all of the current and
planned forms of both U.S. governmental
and non-governmental assistance - not to
speak of the entire subject of U.S. business
investment or interest in Ukraine - would
go well beyond the scope of this article.
Conclusion
The key ingredient that will shape U.S.–
Ukrainian relations is what happens in
Ukraine itself. As mentioned earlier, even
those who sympathize with Ukraine and
wish it well (or concretely help it in
Congress etc.) are disillusioned with lack
of progress in the economic and political
arena. As long as Ukraine is perceived as
being in the hands of the "post-Communist
nomenklatura" and does not move on gen–
uine economic reforms as well as further
political reforms, the U.S.-Ukrainian rela–
tionship will not flourish.
This is not to diminish the very real
progress that has been made in Ukraine,
especially in 1991 and 1992 in the realm,
for instance, of human rights, indeed, pub–
lished reports by the U.S. government
(State Department and Helsinki
Commission), the CSCE, and the media
have noted these positive changes, espe–
cially Ukraine's treatment of its minorities.
However, even these and other initial
moves towards genuine democracy appear
to have stalled over the last year as politi–
cal and economic paralysis seized Ukraine.
Those Americans who follow Ukraine
are not blind to the fact that there are still
far too many negative vestiges of the old
s y s t e m . This also does nothing to
i m p r o v e A m e r i c a n p e r c e p t i o n s of
Ukraine and, hence, to enhance relations.
in short, Ukraine is not helping its
own case, because the fact of the matter
is despite what cynics may think,
Americans do pay attention to democracy
and economic reforms, in any event, at a
minimum, lack of economic and political
progress in Ukraine plays into the hands
of those not favorably disposed to assist–
ing it in the first place. While money for
dismantling nuclear weapons, assuming
the trilateral nuclear agreement begins to
be implemented, will be made available
to Ukraine relatively quickly, further
bilateral U.S. as well as multilateral eco–
nomic assistance are conditional on sig–
nificant economic change.
There is reason to believe that Ukraine's
leaders are prepared to demonstrate the
political will needed to undertake serious
reform measures, if this is indeed the case,
the prospects for improvements in
Ukrainian–American relations - and much
more importantiy, for Ukraine itself - will
undoubtedly brighten.

Crimea and Russia's role in fomenting
unrest in that part of Ukraine.
in addition to Mr. iwanciw, the delega–
tion included Ukrainian American
Coordinating Council (UACC) and UNA
President Ulana Diachuk, Ukrainian
Congress Committee of America (UCCA)
President Askold Lozynsky, UACC vice–
President and Ukrainian Fraternal
Association (UFA) President ivan Oleksyn,
Bishop Basil Losten of the Ukrainian
Catholic Church, Archbishop Constantine
of the Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox
Church, Ukrainian National Women's
League of America President Anna
Kravchuk, Ukrainian American Bar
Association President Walter Lupan, and
UCCA Washington Office Acting Director
Yuriy Holowinsky and his assistant Myron
Jarosewych. Also participating in the meet–
ing was Robin Cleveland, the senator's
national security advisor.
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A short mythological guide to Ukrainian economic animals
in December 1993) is a reflection of the general deterio–
ration in the economic conditions of Ukraine and of
Ukrainians. But there is a lot of confusion and misun–
derstanding about the causes and cures for this deterio–
Equal conditions: making
ration. No analogy is perfect, but a useful analogy in this
an aquarium from fish soup
case may be the temperature of a sick person: the higher
The previous article suggested that today one might the rate for a dollar, the sicker the economy.
not have equal conditions for private and state enterpris–
The present illness of the economic body of Ukraine
es, because the latter begin the competition with a much consists of several diseases at the same time: declining
bigger amount of, and access to, resources. The starting productivity of the labor force, declining production in
situation is therefore no more equal than would be a race both industry and agriculture, the shock of high energy
between a bicycle and a volga. What then could be done prices, and of course hyperinflation. Any of these by
to equalize the conditions? How can we achieve the itself would be enough to cause some rise in the temper–
apparently impossible as stated in the well-known "pere– ature, that is a decline in the value of the karbovanets.
stroika" metaphor, that it is easy to make fish soup from When several diseases are simultaneously affecting the
an aquarium, but much more difficult to make an aquari– body it is of course not easy to determine how much of
um from fish soup?
the rise in temperature is caused by each one. But a few
Let's consider the case of privatizing land now in col– generalities are possible.
lective farms. Let's do it scientifically (po nautsi), ask–
it is often said our inflation is imported from Russia.
ing how we got to this position in the first place, in During 1992, until the karbovanets became the legal
other words, how did the aquarium of private lands currency of operations for all transactions — cash plus
become the fish soup of kolhosp farms? if we remember non-cash — it was still possible to argue Ukraine could
a little bit of history, we will remember that this was not not have an inflation rate lower than Russia's. But for
achieved by declaring "equal conditions for all forms of this past year, this argument is not possible.
ownership," followed by a large voluntary move by
it is correct that substantial increases in prices of
farmers into collective groups. And one suspects it petroleum imports caused some of the inflation in 1993.
would not have been achieved by such statements But how much? At the start of 1993 these prices were,
because the initial starting point in 1929 favored private in dollar equivalents, about 20 percent of world prices,
ownership very strongly and to achieve collectivization and by the end of the year they have reached 80 percent
it was necessary for government to take three compen– approximately, or four times higher in real terms. Even
sating measures:
if energy-intensity in Ukraine is three times higher than
9
prohibit land ownership beyond a small size;
in Western economies (and the typical expert's assess–
9
undertake a massive propaganda effort on the nature ment is about two times), this means energy accounts
of collective farming;
for 20 percent of value of production. A fourfold
- send down from Moscow to every rural region of increase in price of energy (400 percent) should mean a
the USSR a brigade of "collectivizes" to, shall we say, direct increase of final prices of about 80 percent —
"help" farmers collectivize.
let's say 100 percent, indirect effects exist, of course,
is it possible one could simply reverse the process -but each round of such effects should be much less than
today? This might comprise the following:
the previous one if no other inflation factors exist.
9
pass a law making full ownership possible (not just Therefore, at the maximum one could accept that energy
100-year leases);
prices would cause inflation of perhaps 200-300 percent,
9
undertake a massive propaganda effort on the nature and a corresponding devaluation of the karbovanets of
of private farming;
the same amount to a level of, say, 3,000 kbv7Sl, or let's
ф
send from Kyyiv ("Slava Bohu" not Moscow) down even say 5,000 kbv7Sl.
to every rural region brigades of "privatizers" to "help"
in fact inflation was far higher than 300 percent
kolhosp directors distribute the land to individuals or
(about 2,000 percent) and the exchange rate jumped
groups that desire this.
over 30,000 kbv7Sl, leaving a lot to explain. There
A valid counter-argument to this proposal may be that remains only one explanation, which is not surprisingly
today we should not use the unfair methods of the the same as every historical episode of hyperinflation
Stalinist Communist program of collectivization. from Weimar Germany to corrupt Zaire: the policy of
Undoubtedly it would be wrong to use force to drive printing large amounts of paper called "money," in the
individuals into private farming, or to remove in form of karbovantsi to pay workers and credits to enteradvance kolhosp directors simply on the argument that prises to buy from each other. There is no escaping the
under private farming they are not needed. The reverse fact that the excessive issue of credit and money is the
measures proposed are intended to create equal condi– principal disease that has contributed to inflation and
tions for the free choice by individuals.
thereby to devaluation of the karbovanets.
As long as laws on land ownership restrict the right to
But why did the "temperature" increase 30 times
resell the land, and provide only lifetime lease rights, (from 1,000 to 30,000) if inflation increased "only" 20
potential farmers are not sure what the long-term inten– times (2,000 percent inflation)? Because when inflation
tions of the government are, and fear the possibility of becomes so high, all confidence in the economy is lost,
forceful recollectivization in the future. The signal to and everyone — including the factory-worker, die kiosk
people on the land must be clear: the government gives operator, the racketeer who "guards" kiosks, the new
you and your heirs full assured control of your land. commercial capitalists — attempts to run away from the
Only when we have this situation will it be possible to devaluating currency into things that store wealth safely.
judge whether people do or do not wish to be private Goods are one possibility, so increased demand for these
farmers. This signal would be given by the first two drives prices higher in a vicious circle. But as hyperin–
measures: laws on ownership of land and propaganda of flation experiences in Bolivia, israel, Brazil, etc. also
government in assistance to potential farmers.
show, the safest store of economic wealth is: dollars.
The third measure proposed — creating special Therefore, demand for dollars rises even faster than
groups of "privatizers" to implement land-distribution inflation and the temperature or exchange rate reaches
requests - is also simply a measure to create presently unimaginable, crisis, levels.
non-existent equal conditions. Kolhosp directors are not
Lowering the economy's temperature:
to be faulted for being only human like the rest of us. it
a gift for the new year
is unfair to ask them to rise above this state and behave
against what they understand as their own interests, their
Our previous article described the movement of the
accumulated perceptions and values. They, too, of
courseware members of the collective and must be given exchange rate (kbv7Sl) as the "temperature'vof an econ–
the same full rights to become private owners of farming omy. it concluded by noting that growing inflation
results in a lack of confidence, and as a consequence a
land.
flight from karbovantsi into dollars, which causes the
exchange rate temperature to rise to unreal, crisis levels.
Exchange rate measures
There is, however, a paradox here, as one can speak of a
temperature of economy
rate that is at the same time "realistic but unreal."
it is widely accepted in Ukraine and outside that the
An exchange rate of 30,000 kbv7Sl is very real in the
large devaluation of the karbovanets (the rate to the dol– sense that demand and supply for dollars are what they
lar rose from 1,000 in January 1993 to more than 30,000 are, and no artificial administrative measure of govern–
ment can much affect this, anymore than can a doctor
Dr. Oleh Havrylyshyn is alternate executive directorlower a patient's 40 degree temperature by saying it is
of the international Monetary Fund and represents unrealistic and declaring it must fall to a more reasonUkraine's interests on the 1MF board of directors. Theable 38 degree, it is on the other hand correct to say
views expressed here are those of the author and do not such a rate is unreal and unreflective of the real state of
necessarily reflect the position of the 1MF or Ukrainianthe economy.
At 30,000 kbWSl, average wages in Ukraine for most
authorities.
by Dr. Oleh Havrylyshyn
CONCLUSION

people can buy only S10 to S20 in hard currency, an
amount unimaginable for physical survival anywhere in
the world. While people's consumption standards have
no doubt fallen over the past two years, they are still
consuming enough basic goods to survive, indeed, if the
goods people consumed were to be evaluated in dollar
prices of world markets, the value of their consumption
would be closer to Si00 to 200 per month, not S10 to
S20. An exchange rate of about 3,000 kbv7Sl would per–
haps more realistically reflect the purchasing power of
individuals in the economy. The question is how to get
to the position of stability where the market exchange
rate reflects the more reasonable underlying purchasing
power exchange rate.
There is in this paradox of a "realistic but unreal"
exchange rate a potential New Year's gift for Ukrainians,
if the right economic policy measures are taken. As stat–
ed already, administrative "forcing" of the exchange rate
will not change the underlying economic forces of peo–
ple's demand for dollars, which reflects their lack of
confidence. This lack of confidence comes primarily
and in the immediate sense from hyperinflation and peo–
ple's expectations that it will continue.
This vicious circle must be reversed and transformed
into a virtuous circle. A sharp restriction of the cheap
and large bank credits to various producers in the econo–
my as well to government, by reducing the supply of the
monetary mass, will quickly reduce the inflation spiral.
The sooner this happens, and the more forcefully it hap–
pens, the sooner will people's expectations of inflation
change, and confidence begin to be restored. With
restored confidence, the urge to run to dollars will be
reduced, and the exchange rate temperature can fall, or
at least, as happened in the Baltic states and Poland, rise
less quickly than inflation and wages. This, of course,
means that wages calculated in dollars will begin to rise.
The experience of Poland and the Baltics shows that
an effective inflation-stabilization policy of this kind
means dollar-calculated wages increase four or five
times within one year. Thus, in Poland, early 1990 aver–
age wages were about S207month — by early 1991 they
were over S80, and are now well over S100. in the
Baltics, stabilization in 1993 gave similar results, with
Estonia's average wages rising from about S15 to about
S70 by the end of the year.
Even in Russia, some of this same effect is visible in
the second half of 1993. Although inflation of about 2025 percent per month was not very much reduced since
credit emissions continued, these emissions did not
grow more — as they did in Ukraine — hence the
expected hyperinflation did not occur. This was enough
of a surprise to Russian people to make them believe
things would not get worse, and therefore the urge to
buy dollars was calmed down. Consequently, the
exchange rate of rubles moved up very little, staying
around 1,000-1,200, while inflation of 15-25 percent per
month raised wages to an average of about 80,000
rubles by year's end. in dollar terms wages therefore
rose from about S20 to S25 in January 1992 to about
S70 to S80 by December 1993.
is it possible a similar policy of stabilization of cred–
its in Ukraine could achieve a similar reduction in infla–
tion? This would be a nice New Year's gift for a coura–
geous Ukrainian government to give its people in 1994.

Notice to publishers
and authors
it is The Ukrainian Weekly's policy to run
news items andZor reviews of newly pub–
lished books, booklets and reprints, as well
as records and premiere issues of periodi–
cals, only after receipt by the editorial offices
of a copy of the material in question.
News items sent without a copy of the new
release will not be published.
Send new releases and information (where
publication may be purchased, cost, etc.) to:
The Editor, The Ukrainian Weekly, 30
Montgomery St., Jersey City, N.J. 07302.
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On the eve of the Holy Synod

LETTER TO THE ED1TOR

Towards our Patriarchate
by Bishop Basil Losten
Special to The Ukrainian Weekly
in a few days, God willing, 1 shall go
to Lviv for the next session of the Holy
Synod of our Ukrainian Catholic Church.
Many of our clergy and faithful are keen–
ly interested, as they should be, in the
progress toward achieving the goal of
four centuries: the full establishment and
recognition of the Patriarchate.
This is a matter of great concern to all
the hierarchs of the Synod, so 1 have
been consulting with clergy and laity,
and with experts in the various fields
involved, and collecting my thoughts for
this f o r t h c o m i n g m e e t i n g , it seems
appropriate that 1 should offer my ideas
to all those interested, since this concerns
all of us. in writing this present article, І
have only one reservation: 1 am dis–
cussing issues and events, not personali–
ties. So 1 shall refrain from comment on
particular individuals.
The "territory" problem
Ever since the Ukrainian Catholic
Episcopal Conference under the leadership of M e t r o p o l i t a n C o n s t a n t i n e
Bohachevsky of Philadelphia first raised
the question of a Ukrainian Patriarchate,
in the 1950s, 1 the same objection arose:
the Catholic Church and the Orthodox
C h u r c h e q u a l l y i n s i s t e d that a
Patriarchate cannot be created outside
its own territory. This "territory" need
not necessarily be an independent coun–
try, 2 nor must the Patriarchate relate to
only one specific ethnic group, 3 but it
must be based in a defined geographic
location where it can exercise jurisdic–
tion.
Pope John Paul 11 has been willing to
do a great deal for our Church, and to
seek the most favorable applications of
canonical principles. But the Roman pon–
tiff is the guardian of the C h u r c h ' s
authentic tradition, and in this matter His
Holiness felt bound by the clear state–
ments of the Ecumenical Councils of the
first millennium, which is the normative
period for relations between the Eastern
Churches and Rome.
This constant refusal provoked a cer–
tain cynicism. After all, the Ukrainian
Catholics were hardly to blame for the
persecution of our Church by the Soviet
government, so why should that become
the occasion to deny us something that
our major archbishop, our Synod, and so
many of our clergy and faithful believed
was necessary? With the virtue of hindsight, we need only say that we are confi–
dent that everyone involved, on all sides
of the question, was trying to do the best
for the Church in a difficult and complex
situation. We have no brief to judge; we
pray for everyone and we invite every–
one' s mutual forgiveness.
Cynicism was unwarranted, in an
early letter to Patriarch Josyf Slipyj, 4
P o p e J o h n Paul 11 w r o t e that the
achievement of freedom for the Church
in Ukraine would be the essential first
step toward our full patriarchal system.
T h e former c a r d i n a l - a r c h b i s h o p of
Krakow, newly elected pope of Rome,
knew the situation in Ukraine closely
from personal contacts. His Holiness
knew that the persecuted Church was
not an illusion; it was quite real and in
urgent need of help. His Holiness also
knew that once the Church was restored
in Ukraine, the movement toward our
Patriarchate would become much
Bishop Basil, eparch of Stamford,
Conn., wrote this article on February 9,
prior to leaving for Lviv for the Holy
Synod of the Ukrainian Catholic Church.
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stronger. Thus the guidance which John
Paul 11 gave Cardinal Slipyj was excel–
lent, and the pastoral care which the
holy father gave us in the crucial years
w h i c h saw the l e g a l i z a t i o n of our
Church was decisive.
Now, the "territory" impediment is a
matter of the past. The Church in Ukraine
is no longer in the catacombs. Patriarch
Josyf s mortal remains are interred in the
crypt of St. George's Cathedral; Cardinal
Myroslav ivan Lubachivsky is in resi–
dence directly across from the cathedral;
thousands of parishes are serving millions
of faithful. Nobody will again tell us that
there is some "territorial" impediment to
our Patriarchate.
Still, that does not answer the question
of precisely what the patriarchal territory
should be. There are some who wish it
confined to U k r a i n e . Others would
include at least the Peremyshl diocese in
Poland; 5 others would include Belarus',
or even Russia 6 and Siberia. Less pleas–
antly, a few others have suggested that
our patriarchal territory should be limited
to Eastern Galicia. The Holy See has
asked our Synod to study this matter carefully and report back with a concrete pro–
posal for the geographic designation of
our patriarchal territory, based on his–
toric, canonical and pastoral considera–
tions.
National independence
As 1 said above, a Patriarchate does
not absolutely require a definite inde–
pendent state. But among Ukrainians,
the two goals were strongly linked; over
the past few d e c a d e s , many p e o p l e
sought to advance eventual Ukrainian
civil independence by promoting the
idea of a Patriarchate. Events overtook
us; Ukrainian independence came soon–
er than most of us expected. And all
patriotic Ukrainians must now be pre–
pared to lend every effort to support and
sustain the i n d e p e n d e n t , s o v e r e i g n
Ukraine for which we have worked so
long.
This has removed some of the pressure
on the Patriarchal m o v e m e n t ; those
whose chief interest is in secular politics
are now able to work directly in the polit–
ical sphere. And our efforts toward the
Patriarchate are free to proceed in the
ecclesiastical path.
(Continued on page 20)
1 Often we forget that our bishops did
raise the matter then. So did our representa–
tives in the Preparatory Commissions for the
Second vatican Council; it was at their insis–
tence that the possibility appeared in the
schema or draft, which eventually became the
Decree on the Eastern Catholic Churches.
2 The Patriarchate of Antioch has no spe–
cial connection with any particular indepen–
dent state.
3 The Patriarchate of Alexandria serves
Greeks, Arabs, Copts, Kenyans, Ugandans,
Ethiopians, and so forth, its "territory" is the
African continent.
4 History will not deny Josyf the
Confessor the patriarchal title, though His
Beatitude did not live to see the complete
accomplishment of the Patriarchate.
5 Actually we should have an entire
Metropolitanate in Poland; there are certainly
enough faithful and parishes to warrant this
advance.
6 Since the Holy See recognizes the
Moscow Patriarchate as a sister Church, this
would create some problems. But without
question we have the right and obligation to
provide full pastoral care and service for
Ukrainian Catholics in Russia (even as
Moscow has the same right for Russian
Orthodox in Ukraine or in Rome, for that
matter). The only question is to determine
appropriate structures and modes to do this.

Kudos for covering
Toronto Eparchy
Dear Editor:
You should be congratulated on your
frank and detailed coverage of the conflict
within the Toronto Ukrainian Catholic
Eparchy - a topic largely regarded as
taboo and only timidly alluded to by the
local Ukrainian press, even though this
deplorable controversy has seriously split
the community and has now been exacer–
bated by the libel suit filed by a group of
priests against Bishop Roman Danylak
(The Ukrainian Weekly, January 30).
However, you are incorrect in saying
that the vatican has remained silent in
this dispute: indeed, in his letter of June
28, 1993, addressed to Bishop isidore
Borecky, Cardinal Achille Silvestrini, pre–
fect of the Sacred Congregation for
Eastern Churches, has expressly stated
that the apostolic administrator (i.e.,
Bishop Danylak) was invested with all the
rights and duties of an eparchial bishop,
both in spiritual and in temporal matters,
and that Bishop Borecky retained only the
prerogatives of a liturgical character.
This clarification was repeated in
Cardinal Silvestrini's letter of the same
date addressed to Bishop Danylak, which
also contained a statement to the effect
that Bishop Borecky did not have jurisdic–
tion over the Eparchy of Toronto and that
any decision or measure taken by him
either "in spiritualibus" or "in temporal–
ibus" was void of any juridical effect.
Bohdan Budurowycz
Toronto

Space program
not all Russian
Dear Editor:
President Bill Clinton in his State of
the Union address d e s c r i b e d an
American-Russian program in space as
one of the major diplomatic achieve–
ments of his administration. The centerpiece of this well-advertised cooperative
action focuses on the design, fabrication
and deployment of a space station as a
j o i n t effort b e t w e e n N A S A and its
Russian counterpart. This joint effort is
expected to realize technical, economic
and political benefits for both countries.
The news media is telling the public
that by employing U.S. and Russian sci–
entists, technical benefits would be real–
ized in making use of "Russian" liquid
propellant motors in American-built
rockets. Economic benefits would result
in utilizing l a u n c h i n g facilities in
Kazakhstan, as well as "Russian" techni–
cal and operational p e r s o n n e l , thus
reducing significantly the cost of the
space station program. The political ben–
efits for both countries will arise from
personal contacts of A m e r i c a n and
Russian scientists in the post-Cold War
era. Such a cooperative effort would
hopefully reduce the proliferation of
rocket weaponry, which has been a stat–
ed goal of U.S. foreign policy.
However, when President Clinton and
the press refer to the "Russian" space
program and "Russian" rockets, such ref–
erences are not entirely accurate, it was
the Soviet effort that produced the space
program, encompassing mostly three for–
mer republics of the USSR, the Russian
Federation, Ukraine and Kazakhstan.
After the dissolution of the Soviet Union,
the assets of the space-related industry
became separated among the three inde–
pendent countries: Russia, where most of

the space research, design and engineer–
ing is carried out; Ukraine, where most
of the rocket-manufacturing capability
r e s i d e s ; and Kazakhstan, where the
space-launching facilities are located.
Consequently, without the cooperation
of these three republics there cannot be a
"Russian" space program. Both Ukraine
and Kazakhstan would need to be includ–
ed in the proposed space effort. Ukraine
should reasonably expect to be paid for its
manufactured rockets, and Kazakhstan for
the use of its launching facilities.
Today, political, economic and techni–
cal relations between the United States
and Russia are characterized by a super–
ficial cordiality. Such a superficial rela–
tionship overlays a gulf of real societal
and cultural differences that lead to
instances of dangerous misreading of
issues and negotiations. United States
policy still has a Moscow-centric orbit,
ignoring the fact that Ukraine would
need to be included if any cooperative
space program is to succeed.
Natalia B. Lysyj
Canoga Park, Calif.

Re: Seagram's
plan for Ukraine
Dear Editor:
it is well-known that alcohol is wide
spread in our fatherland, being a serious
enemy of the Ukrainian people.
M a r t a K o l o m a y e t s in her article
(January 30) informs us about the inva–
sion of Ukraine by more alcohol from
abroad. Ukraine is becoming a "part of
Seagram's global strategy." Seagram
introduces alcoholic "products ... expen–
sive but worth every penny." is vodka
worth more than the precious health that
it is able to destroy?
The luxurious Seagram's store, loaded
with alcohol bottles, is in the city center
of the Ukrainian capital. Next door is
located the " a l m o s t always e m p t y shelved Produckty food store" with "cus–
tomers who have been waiting their turn
for hours." Would it not be better and
more humanitarian for the Bronfmans to
fill those empty shelves with food for
hungry people instead of offering them
miniature bottles of alcohol delicacies.
it is deserving of punishment to employ
as promoters of vodka "younger people,
straight out of school," who should be pro–
tected from contact with alcohol.
And now we have to respond to the
question from Mr. Kish: "Who knows
more about vodka than Ukrainians?" if
we have no competition in this regard
shall we be proud or ashamed of it? Are
the Ukrainian people really champions in
drinking?
N. A. Hruszkewycz, M.D.
Cleveland

Sevastopil vote
was unanimous
Dear Editor:
For the sake of historical accuracy,
please allow me one slight correction to
Taras K u z i o ' s interesting article on
Ukraine's security concerns after the
December parliamentary elections in
Russia. The July 9, 1993, vote in the for–
mer Russian Parliament regarding the
status of Sevastopil was unanimous, with
one deputy abstaining not voting against.
Roman Solchanyk
Munich
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'With a vision for the future'
One hundred years ago, 10 brotherhoods, having assets totalling S220 and a
total membership of 439, resolved to form the Ukrainian National Association
(then known as the Ruskyi Narodnyi Soyuz). They acted on the suggestion of a
historic editorial that appeared in Svoboda on November 1, 1893: "Ukrainians
scattered across this land need a national organization, namely such a brotherhood,
such a national union that would embrace each and every Ukrainian no matter
where he lives. ...in unity there is strength, and it is not easily defeated...."
On February 22, 1894, the word became deed. The Ruthenian National
Association was established, "it has come to be," proclaimed Svoboda. The
newspaper editorialized: "Dear brothers, now that a great number of us have
gotten together and founded the association, let us all join it. ... You, who had
been given up for lost by your brothers in Ukraine, let the world know that you
are alive, and that here, in America, the life of the Ukrainian community is
throbbing with vigor and activity. ...The Ukrainian National Association has
been founded, and the Ukrainian people in America have risen from the dead..."
And so it was, the Ukrainian community in North America grew and pros–
pered, as did the Ukrainian National Association. Today, at 100 years of age, it
has assets of S72.5 million and a membership of 64,000. it has grown far, far
beyond what it was at the time of its founding. But one thing has remained con–
stant: its devotion to its founding principles. Throughout its history, the UNA
has always extended a helping hand to its members, the Ukrainian community in
the United States and Canada, Ukrainians wherever they have settled, and to
Ukraine.
The UNA has supported countless community causes, from the erection of a
monument to Taras Shevchenko in Washington and the creation of the World
Congress of Free Ukrainians to the establishment of Ukrainian studies chairs
and the Ukrainian Research institute at Harvard University, it has published
numerous books, from Mykhailo Hrushevsky's "History of Ukraine" to Robert
Conquest's "The Harvest of Sorrow." it was a major donor to the work of the
U.S. Commission on the Ukraine Famine as well as to the Harvard Project on
the Millennium of Christianity in Ukraine.
Not to be forgotten are the UNA's illustrious endeavors in the field of pub–
lishing (two newspapers, Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly, as well as the
veselka children's magazine), its scholarships for college students in the U.S.
and Canada, its roles as patron of the arts and promoter of sports, its care for
the elderly, and its assistance to needy victims of natural and man-made disas–
ters, be they in the U.S., Ukraine, or any part of the Ukrainian diaspora.
With the declaration of Ukraine's independence, the UNA focused on helping
the people of that formerly Soviet-dominated land, it created a Fund for the Rebirth
of Ukraine that has supported many a project, from textbooks for the children of
Ukraine to handbooks for businesspersons, and it has initiated its own educational
projects, the Teaching English in Ukraine Program and the Summer institute for
teachers of the English language, it also funds the Kyyiv Press Bureau that is
staffed, on a rotating basis, by editorial staffers of The Ukrainian Weekly — the
first full-time Kyyiv-based press bureau to serve a Western news outlet.
in short, the UNA has always been there for all Ukrainians. Will it continue to
be there in the next 100 years? Will the Ukrainian National Association's second
century be as illustrious as its first? The future depends upon both the new gener–
ations of Ukrainians who have grown up in North America and the new wave of
immigrants recently arrived on these shores from Ukraine. Will they see the
value of the Ukrainian National Association, become its members and take upon
themselves the organization's leadership? That, dear readers, only time will tell.
However, we can state with all certainty that the UNA, as it marks the cen–
tennial of its humble yet profound beginnings, is moving ahead in keeping with
its anniversary motto: "With reverence for the past, with a vision for the future."

On this publication date, The Ukrainian Weekly saluted the
Ukrainian National Association's jubilee year with a front-page
editorial "Fifty Years of Service," stressing the achievements
of the organization.
Recounting the UNA's successes in the fields of education and life insurance, the
article stressed the "Americanizing" programs the UNA had conducted, the vast rise
in membership (from under 500 to 42,060 in late 1943), and its sponsorship of Yale
University Press' publication of Mykhailo Hrushevsky's "History of Ukraine" and
George vernadsky's "Bohdan, Hetman of Ukraine."
The Weekly's writer was also under sway of the war fervor of the times, and
focused on the armed struggle at hand:
"... the UNA has played the leading role in the efforts the Ukrainian Americans
have made from their very advent here to help their kinsmen in their native but for–
eign occupied and now war-torn Ukraine to gain their national freedom. Today, in
exerting all their energies to help our country win this war against the Nazis and Japs,
the UNA and its members find inspiration, too, in the cherished hope that when victo–
ry is won and tyranny dethroned, the Ukrainians over there will be given an equal
right, with other enslaved peoples, to establish their own independent Ukrainian state.
That is the:r inalienable right. And to the upholding of that right the UNA has been
dedicated from the very first days of its existence."

1893 editorial from Svoboda:
'We need a national organization'
Reprinted below are excerpts of the
Svoboda editorial of November 1, 1893,
which called for the establishment of a
fraternal organization for Ukrainians in
the United States. The front-page editori–
al was titled "We need a national orga–
nization. " (At this time, Ukrainians were
known as Ruthenians, and the original
Ukrainian text of the editorial referred to
"Rusyny. " in the translation
below,
which is reprinted from
"Ukrainian
National Association:
its Past and
Present, " the 70th anniversary history of
the UNA written by Anthony Dragan, the
term "Ruthenian" has been replaced by
"Ukrainian.")
...we promised that we would explain
how we, Ukrainians, living here in free–
dom, can improve our lot and show our
neighbors that the Ukrainian people are
also part of America and occupy a place
of honor among all other peoples....
Just as the fish needs water, as the bird
must have wings, as the thirsty need to
drink and the hungry need bread, just as
every one of us needs air, so do we all
Ukrainians scattered across this land
need a national organization, namely
such a brotherhood, such a national
union that would embrace each and every
Ukrainian no matter where he lives. One
man cannot lift a heavy stone, but when
three or four men put their strength to it,
the stone will soon be lifted, it is just as
difficult for one man to rid himself of
want and poverty, but with the help of a
few he can do it. One man cannot help
all, but all can easily help the man.
it is clear then that in unity there is
strength, and it is not easily defeated.
Therefore, let us unite brothers, voluntary
exiles from our native land, our fatherland, let us come closer together and get
to know each other better, and take a
closer look at our poverty, our want, our
s h o r t c o m i n g s , our n e e d s . Let us
exchange ideas, let us open our hearts to
each other and see how we can solve, our
problems together, and rid ourselves of
our common ills!
. . . w e Ukrainians always seem to be
behind in everything. We have nothing
and we are treated as nothing. Come now,
brothers, let's wake up, let us get to work.
Let us look how others have reaped such
good harvests, while we do not even know
where to buy a sickle. Let us finally rid
ourselves of this passive slumber, this
negligence and indifference, let us stop
saying "oh, leave things as they are," let
us follow the example of others and show
that we too are strong and that we can take
care of ourselves. There are many of us
here now - hundreds of thousands of
Ukrainians from both sides of the green
Carpathian Mountains.
After long deliberations, dear brothers,
on the needs of the Ukrainian American
people, we have come to the conclusion
that we should share with you an idea
born within our soul out of deep love and
concern for the Ukrainian people.
if this idea, this thought becomes a
reality, the future generations born in this
land of the free will thank us and remem–
ber us kindly and adorn our graves with
flowers nursed by tears of joy and grati–
tude. Calling on Almighty God to bless
this seed which we throw into the
Ukrainian tillage, we wish to inform the
Ukrainian worker toiling hard either in
dark mines or in factories where death
lurks behind thousands of wheels, that it is
imperative to create a national organiza–
tion in America known as the Ukrainian

National Association which would be
open to the Ukrainian workers only,
financed by their moneys to assist needy
fellow workers, controlled and governed
by the workers, who would thus maintain
and administer their own funds.
The aims of the Ukrainian National
Association would be as follows:
9
to help the ailing and to pay benefits
after death;
9
to establish reading rooms and
evening schools for adults;
e
to promote enlightenment among our
people with the help of inexpensive pub–
lications, as it is being done in the old
country;
9
to insist that Ukrainians become
American citizens;
e
to organize political clubs and to take
an active part in the elections;
- to defend our people against sharks,
crooks and operators;
To ensure successful development of
the Ukrainian National Association it will
be necessary to purchase a home in a city
that would be found most appropriate,
and to name it the Ukrainian National
Home....
A new Ukrainian generation is rapidly
growing up here in America, but who is
to provide a good future for the Ukrainian
youth? What will happen if this youth
grows up without k n o w l e d g e of the
Ukrainian language, Ukrainian history
and Ukrainian religion?
it would be the responsibility of the
Ukrainian National Association to find
out how many Ukrainian children of
school age there are in various cities, and
whether the people themselves can maintain a teacher or if outside help is needed.
We are certain that this idea, this plan of
ours will be welcomed by Ukrainians in all
America, although we expect to find many
who will think that all of this is quite
unnecessary.
Come what may, we are bravely call–
ing on the Ukrainian people: Have faith
in our idea! We swear to God Almighty
that our sole concern is the good of the
people. Wake up and see who is your
brother and who wishes you well. You
have eyes, look at what is happening
around you, how you are being abused
and ignored, and how only your work,
bathed in sweat and blood, is appreciated
by those who care solely for their own
pockets. They get rich on your ignorance,
stupidity and helplessness while you,
poor man, rot deep in the mine or, like an
ox, pull trucks in the factory, slaving for
everybody but yourself... But when you
become ill and die in pain, your friends
must beg for money among your own
people so that your sinful body is not
thrown to the dogs but is buried in a
Christian way with a cross on your grave,
humbly awaiting the day of resurrection.
We firmly hope and believe that our
call will not be the voice of one crying in
the wilderness and that our dear
Ukrainian friends will raise their own
voices and write to us.
if our fellow Ukrainians fail to respond
to our call and if they neglect this impor–
tant and burning matter, they will have
given a sad account of their spiritual
maturity and determination. But we do
not believe that, for our people will raise
their mighty voice and Ukrainians every–
where will say: We need the Ukrainian
National Association, we must get to
know each other better, we must unite,
we must work together to improve our lot
in this new land!
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The history of the Ukrainian National Association is documented in a new book by
Dr. Myron Kuropas, "Ukrainian Citadel: The First Hundred Years of The Ukrainian
National Association, " to be published by The University of Toronto Press, in this
special 12-page pullout section of the The Weekly, prepared on the occasion of our
publisher's centennial, we offer excerpts from Dr. Kuropas' pre-publication manu–
script, reprinted with permission from the author. (Please note that the Ukrainian
National Association (UNA) was known as the Ruskyi Narodnyi Soyuz (RNS)for the
first 20 years of its existence.)

The 1890s
rom its founding in 1894 to its
centennial in 1994, the UNA and
the Ukrainian community have
been one. They are still inseparable.
What happens to the Ukrainian commu–
nity happens to the UNA. And what is
good for the UNA has usually been good
for the community.
Those Rusyns who laid the foundation
for what was later to become the Ukrainian
National Association were people of vision
and high moral standards. They saw what
needed to be done to improve life in the
fledgling Rusyn community and they did
it. Given the sordid quality of life among
Ukraine's early immigrants, especially in
the coal mining areas of Pennsylvania, and
the competition which existed from older,
more established fraternal societies, the
very fact that an organization such as the
RNS was established at all is in some ways
a miracle...
Although the primary goal of the RNS
was to provide burial expenses for mem–
bers and their families, the organization
was also committed to national enlighten–
ment and personal growth. From its incep–
tion, the RNS emphasized national pride,
collective resistance to exploitation and
economic mobility through education. The
RNS, more than any other single institu–
tion in the United States, transformed the
Rusyn peasant into a Ukrainian patriot...
in many Rusyn communities, the cre–
ation of a local mutual aid society often
preceded the establishment of a church
building committee....
As with most organizations, internal
strife was inevitable, especially when the
membership consisted of people from
various regions of Ukraine. Led by influ–
ential priests with different ethnonational
o r i e n t a t i o n s , Rusyn fraternals soon
became political battlegrounds...
Rusyn fraternals functioning as
"immigrant schools," within which the
membership learned to develop and
operate democratic institutions, was
another early theme of fraternal life. Led
by enlightened leaders determined to
demonstrate to the American world that
Rusyns understood and appreciated the
democratic process...

F

1893: The Rev. Hryhoriy Hrushka, edi–
tor-in-chief of Svoboda, called for the
establishment of a fraternal organization
uniting Ukrainians in the United States.
Here the first editor of Svoboda and
founding father of the UNA is depicted
in a sculpture.

1894: Theodosiy Talpash became the
first supreme president of the UNA at
the first regular convention held May 30,
1894, in Shamokin.

1897: The Svoboda staff: the Rev. Stefan Makar (seated), editor, with printers
(from left) Denys Pyrch, Denys Murdza and vasyl Fekula.

The 1900s

T

he 1904 convention of the Ruskyi
Narodnyi Soyuz (Shamokin, Pa.)
was a truly memorable event in
the history of America's Ukrainian com–
munity. in many ways it marked the end
of an era of ethnonational searching and
the beginning of an era of ethnonational
development. From that moment on, the
RNS was on its way to becoming an
organization that was Ukrainian in both
mind and spirit, it would take a group
known as the American Circle 10 more
years, but the goal was on the horizon....
The American Circle was initiated by
seven Lviv seminarians, all close personal
friends, who vowed to take up their pastoral
duties in the U.S. and to organize the Rusyn
community along Ukrainian ethnonational

lines. ...Politically active in Galicia, Circle
members were part of a new generation of
Rusyn priests who were sympathetic to the
ideals of the Radical Party, a socialist group
that included the poet ivan Franko...
Composed of unusually competent,
highly motivated and militant individuals,
the American Circle led the Rusyn–
Ukrainian fight against Latinization,
Russification and Magyarization. Circle
members were in the forefront of the strug–
gle to establish an autonomous Ukrainian
exarchy in the United States. And it was
the American Circle that eventually took
control of the RNS, and involved the orga–
nization in the establishment of reading
rooms, enlightenment societies, cultural
enterprises, youth organizations and ethnic
heritage schools.

1905: UNA Branch 99, the St. Nicholas Brotherhood, based in Wilkes-Barre, Pa., gathered its members, young and old, together for this commemorative photo.
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The 1910s
r

1914: The Supreme Assembly of the Ukrainian National Association elected at the 13th convention in 3uffalo, N.Y. Among
the officers pictured: Dmytro Kapitula, supreme president; Maria Bilyk, supreme vice-presidentess; lvan vaverchak, supreme
vice-president; Semen Yadlovsky, financial secretary; and Aleksiy Sharshon, treasurer.

h e r e a s the American Circle
priests were careful not to allow
their Catholicism to dominate,
this changed with the arrival of a new gen–
eration of priests. Allowing Catholicism to
become the focal point of their efforts,
they began to intimidate the laity within
Soyuz and to push for de-secularization.
This end was briefly achieved at the 1910
convention when Soyuz came under the
control of Bishop Soter Ortynsky. in retro–
spect, the convention was a step back for
the community. Out of one fraternal bene–
fit society emerged three. Out of unity
came strife. Out of cooperation evolved
irrational competition. ^Bishop Ortynsky
helped establish the Association of
Ruthenian Greek Catholic Brotherhoods,
Christian Love, in 1 9 1 1 , later the
Providence Association of Ruthenian
Catholics of America. At the 1910 con–
vention a committee protested the RNS's
new direction. A year later it became the
Ruskyi National Union; in 1918, the
Ukrainian Workingmen's Association,
today's Ukrainian Fraternal Association.!
The latter half of the 1910s was charac–
terized by the U N A ' s active role in
attempting to unify the Ukrainian popula–
tion in the U.S. into a political coalition, it
also conducted a number of fund-raising
efforts to aid its brethren in Ukraine, col–
lecting monies to aid Ukrainian war vic–
tims, then an autonomous Ukraine, then a
united, sovereign Ukraine, and finally, due
to historic circumstances, just Gaiicia.

1919: A UNA membership certificate, dated June 30, 1919, illustrates the founding principles and aspirations of the Ukrainian National Association.
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The 1920s

T

he 1920s represented a period of
consolidation and expansion of the
UNA mandate. Politically, the
organization remained squarely and firm–
ly in the nationalist camp, first rejecting,
then condemning both the Communist
and Hetmanist (Monarchist) ideologies.
For Soyuz, a future independent Ukraine
would be a pluralistic nation-state that
respected the human and civil rights of all
of its citizens. Having been burnt by too
much reliance on other nations, the pre–
vailing attitude within the UNA and other
secular organizations in the community
was on self-reliance, achieving victory
"by our strength alone." Since no one
else was helping Ukraine, it remained for
the community to do so.
Following a tradition established by its
priest-founders, the UNA believed the
1929: Cover of the sheet music for the
laity should play a major role in govern–
"Hymn of the Ukrainian National
ing the Catholic Church, a posture reject–
Association" (music by M.O. Hayvoron–
ed by Bishop Bohachevsky who was
sky, lyrics by S. Musiychuk).
determined to re-establish discipline in
what he perceived to be a somewhat rud–
derless institution. Once again a power struggle ensued
between the religious and secular leaders of the community. ...
The 1920s were also a time during which the UNA leadership,
growing increasingly long in tooth, began to focus more of its
attention on the younger generation. An orphanage became a
prime goal of the membership. The juvenile department was
reorganized to permit great hands-on participation by the
younger generation...
But the UNA matured. Realizing that its organization was no
longer the one and only secular organization in the community,
the UNA leadership attempted first to unify the entire communi–
ty into one large political coalition and later, all the Ukrainian
benefit societies. Although it failed during the 1920s, the UNA
concentrated its efforts on fund-raising efforts and coalition
building, major UNA activities for the next 70 years.
Svoboda, the official organ of the UNA, crystallized its posi–
tion during this period. What emerged after much agonizing
review was a national ideology which would sustain and nurture
the Ukrainian American community during the difficult years
that .ay ahead, it was an ideology dedicated to the establishment
of one sovereign and independent Ukrainian nation-state.

1921: The newly elected UNA officers were: (from left) Theodore Hrytsey,
supreme vice-president; Roman Slodobian, supreme financial secretary; Semen
Yadlovsky, supreme president; and lvan Kashtaniuk, supreme secretary.

1921: Metropolitan Andrey Sheptytsky pays a visit to the old headquarters of the UNA in Jersey City, N.J.
He is seen with UNA officers and Svoboda staffers.

1928: A new UNA building, seen on the left was construct–
ed at 81-83 Grand St. in Jersey City, it was built on the site
of two adjacent buildings owned by the UNA. The previous
UNA Home Office, which also housed the Svoboda print
shop and editorial offices is seen in the photo above.
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1937: A group photo of the delegates and officers present at tl

The 1930s

A

lthough :he 1930s were a time of
great e c o n o m i c , political and
social uncertainty in the United
States, it was a d e c a d e when the
Ukrainian National Association really
came into its own. Bolstered by the socalled "military immigration" and the
rise of Ukrainian nationalism within the
community, as well as among the leadership cadres of the organization, the UNA
was able to con:in .ie its focus on Ukraine
providing mora. and financial support for
nationalistic organizations in eastern
Galicia; publicize, mobilize and support
demonstrations throughout the United
States protesting Polish pacification and
Ukraine's Great Famine; lobby the U.S.
government regarding the Famine, an
effort which resulted in the introduction
of a Congressional bill c o n d e m n i n g
Soviet actions in Ukraine.

1934: Plaque designed by the renowned artist Alexander Archipenko to mark the 40th
anniversary of the Ukrainian National Association.

it also provided economic assistance to
members hard-hit by the Depression;
increased the UNA base in Canada,
enrolled some 10.000 new members, repre–
senting a phenomenal growth factor of 30
percent, published a history of the UNA
and the Ukrainian American community,
developed a youth outreach program which
included the publication of The Ukrainian
Weekly, and initiated the Ukrainian Youth
League of North America.

1939: "From the days of the UNA'S sports і
taken at "Soyuz Day" in Chicago. Pictured ar
the second row, firs

1940: A picnic held July 14, 1940, to commemorate the
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Convention of the UNA held in Washington on May 10-15,1937.

The 1940s
uring the 1940s, America's Communist front intensified the
defamation campaign against the Ukrainian National
Association... Realizing that truth and justice were on their side,
UNA leaders took on the enemy head to head.
...The UNA attempted to counter detractors of the Ukrainian cause
with the truth. A number of scholarly publications were financed by the
UNA along with lectures at Columbia University. ... And the UNA
financed the first and perhaps most significant English-language scholar–
ly publication, a one-volume condensation of Mykhaiio Hrushevsky's
multi-volume history of Ukraine, published by Yale University Press.
The UNA played an important role in the formation of a national
congress of Ukrainian Americans, which was held on May 24, 1940,
in Washington, D.C. The political platform reiterated Ukraine's his–
torical right to independence, emphasizing the "merciless oppres–
sion" of Ukrainians by Poland's policy of colonization and pacifica–
tion and the genocidal starvation, liquidation and imprisonment of
Ukrainians by Bolsheviks. The statement ended with the rejection of
all totalitarian ideologies, such as Bolshevism and Nazism...
During the 1941 convention in Harrisburg, Pa., Supreme President
Nicholas Murashko told the delegates: "We believe that they (our
brothers and sisters in Ukraine) will break the chains that bind them;
the day is near when the Ukrainian people will be free of any oppres–
sion ...Ukrainian Americans will live to see the day when the bright
rays of hope and faith in the great future of a free and democratic
Ukraine will reach our shores from Kyyiv."
UNA members also took part in the U.S. war effort during the
second world war, with thousands fighting in the U.S. military...
Perhaps the greatest achievement of the UNA during the 1940s was
the campaign to save Ukrainian displaced persons in Europe. The
UNA helped establish, finance and lead the United Ukrainian
American Relief Committee (UUARC) in its monumental task of
providing relief and protection for Ukrainian refugees...

D

ads the caption written on the back of this 1939 photo
3mbers of the UNA Branch 125 baseball team. Seen in
ft, is Gloria Podola (Paschen).

iniversary of UNA Branch 204, which is based in New York.

1940s: Luke Myshuha, editor-in-chief of Svoboda.
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The 1950s
nown as the "golden decade" of the Ukrainian
National Association, the 1950s were an era of
hope and renewal. Between 1950 and 1960, the
membership of the UNA increased by some 20,000,
while total assets more than doubled.
in the war for recognition of Ukrainian national aspira–
tions, the UNA began to win a few battles during the
1950s. Under Presidents Truman and Eisenhower,
Ukrainian aspirations were not ignored and the notion of
liberation of the "captive nations" began to take hold
among some Americans. Believing that the time was ripe
to take the offensive against Soviet disinformation, the
UNA funded a number of English-language books by Prof.
Clarence Manning of Columbia University, who presented
the Ukrainian perspective to American readers....
Encouraged by Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly,
"Ukrainian independence Days" became more and more
common at American city halls and state capitols.
C o n g r e s s i o n a l p a s s a g e of the Captive Nations
Resolution in 1959, proclaiming the annual observance
of Captive Nations Week, represented the pinnacle of
Ukrainian political activity during the 1950s.
it was during the 1950s that the UNA was able to con–
centrate much of its attention on the younger generation.
A resort was purchased in the Catskill Mountains of New
York state; cultural courses for teenagers were instituted
in cooperation with the Ukrainian Youth League of North
America. A children's camp was started at the resort for
6- to 12-year-olds, The children's magazine veselka was
born; The Ukrainian Weekly developed a solid stable of
regular columnists and became more independent of
Svoboda; and after years of cajoling and pleading, UNA
branches began to elect younger delegates to the conven–
tion to carry on the traditions of the past. Ukrainian
American youth remained high on the UNA agenda
throughout the decade...
There was also the factor of an unusually talented
Supreme Assembly which not only produced excellent
think pieces for the UNA Try buna, but also helped orga–
nize new members. Although most were Ukrainian-born,
many had come here as young men and women and were
sensitive to the needs of the younger generation. They supported youth initiatives and pushed for greater profession–
alization within UNA ranks. Full-time UNA organizers for
the United States and Canada were subsequently hired to
assist local secretaries in their search for new members.
Not everything, however, was rosy. The culture clash
between old immigrants and their offspring and the new
immigrants and their offspring that surfaced during the
early 1950s never really healed. Animosities lingered
well into the 1970s, affecting UNA growth.
Another blemish was the growing belligerence
between UNA members of the OUN(B) persuasion and
those of the OUN(M) camp. Their combative attitude
only increased in the years that followed leading, in
time to a serious split within UNA ranks. During the
1950s, however, the OUN wars were a positive devel–
opment. Both the OUN(B) and OUN(M) worked dili–
gently to enroll new members so that their particular
faction could control more branches and elect more
Supreme Assembly members. ...

K

1953: Employees of the UNA Home Office and Svoboda in a photo taken in front of 81-83 Grand St. with
Supreme President Dmytro Haiychyn (seated, left) and Svoboda Editor-in-Chief Luke Myshuha (seated, right).
Standing in the first row, second from right is The Ukrainian Weekly editor Stephen Shumeyko.

1958: The Supreme Assembly of the UNA, including Supreme President Dmytro Haiychyn (seated, center),
Supreme vice-President Joseph Lesawyer, Supreme vice-Presidentess Ann Herman, Supreme Secretary
Jaroslaw Padoch and Supreme Treasurer Roman Slobodian. Also seen in the photo (seated, first from right) is
Svoboda Editor-in-Chief Anthony Dragan.

1952: The Ukrainian National Association bought an upstate New York estate locat–
ed in the scenic Catskill Mountains. Above, a view of the Main House of Soyuzivka.

1954: The New England delegation at the 23rd UNA Convention held in Washington
poses for a photo with Congressman Jack Kennedy (later President Kennedy).
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1966: A monument to Hetman lvan Mazepa was unveiled at Soyuzivka on September
18, 1966. Among those attending the ceremonies were Hollywood actors Jack Palance
(sixth from left) and Mike Mazurki (third from left). Also in the photo are Walter Kwas
(second from right) and Daniel Slobodian (first from right), both longtime managers at
the UNA resort, as well as Svoboda administration staffers Luba Lapychak and Kvitka
Steciuk, Svoboda Editor-in-Chief Anthony Dragan and Mary Lesawyer, wife of the
supreme president.
1964: The Ukrainian
National
Association was intimately involved
with the effort to erect a monument to
Taras Shevchenko in Washington. The
project became reality on June 27,
1964, when former President Dwight D.
Eisenhower unveiled the statue by
sculptor Leo Мої (Molodozhanyn).
Above, members of the Shevchenko
Memorial Committee, headed by UNA
Supreme President Joseph Lesawyer
(following the death of UNA Supreme
President Dmytro Halychyn), are gath–
ered in the artist's studio.

The 1960s

A

fter many bitter years of estrange–
ment from the Ukrainian Catholic
Church in America, the UNA was
finally able to achieve a reconciliation
which benefitted both the Church and the
fraternal. ... Catholic and Orthodox hier–
archs were able to sit down together. ...
The UNA played a crucial role in the
erection of the Taras Shevchenko monu–
ment in Washington, D.C., initiating the
idea, garnering American Congressional
advocates, establishing a communitywide base of support...
The struggle for Ukrainian recognition
continued unabated. Both Svoboda and
The Weekly supported political demon–
strations, kept Ukrainian Americans
informed about current issues related to
Ukrainian aspirations and combated dis–
information. ...
There was also an expansion of the
UNA presence in Canada beginning with
UNA participation in the annual Ukrainian
National Festival in Dauphin, Manitoba,
during which the early pioneering role of
the UNA in western Canada was recog–
nized and celebrated.
Always committed to unity among
Ukrainians in the free world, the UNA
helped bring about the first World
Congress of Free Ukrainians arguing that
its creation was "a natural sequel to what
the UNA set in motion" in 1894. ...
All was not well, however. There
were storm clouds on the horizon. The
conflict between old and new immigra–
tion youth had never been resolved.
There was no consensus on what consti–
tuted a Ukrainian identity in the United
States. Political squabbling was alienat–
ing Ukrainian American youth. And no
one, it seemed, knew what to do.

1964: The UNA'S 70th anniversary was celebrated in grand fashion with a concert at Carnegie Hall which presented the
world premiere of Paul Pecheniha Ouglitzky's opera "The Witch."

1969: Soyuzivka's summer camps are extremely popular. Seen above are participants and counselors of the 1969 boys' camp.
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1974: The Ukrainian National Association dedicated its new 15-story headquarters building,
located at 30 Montgomery St., on February 22, 1974. Dedication ceremonies were followed
by a reception on the building's top floor, which boasts a magnificent view of New York
Harbor, in the photos on the left (beginning with the top photo) a view of the building's con–
struction site across from Manhattan's World Trade Center; the topping ceremony, during
which the American, Canadian and Ukrainian flags were placed atop the structure; and the
UNA Plaza as it appears today.

The 1970s

T

he 1970s began with the UNA respond–
ing to two tragedies, one in Europe, the
result of a natural disaster, the other in
the United States, the result of a human disas–
ter. The earthquake in Banja Luka, Yugoslavia,
killed hundreds of Ukrainians. The drug epi–
demic had the potential to kill thousands of
Ukrainians, especially young people, respond–
ing to the temper of the times.
The completion of a 15-story UNA headquarters in Jersey City, N.J., was a significant
milestone in the history of the UNA, but the
fraternal continued having problems attracting
youth to its ranks. ...
it was during the 1970s that The Ukrainian
Weekly really came into its own with reporting
and commentary that was second to none in the
Ukrainian community. ...
The UNA was also in the forefront of the
ethnic revival in America and Canada al

through the 1970s. Never before had there been
as much UNA visibility in Washington, D.C.
and the self-confidence which was generated
was intoxicating. The UNA learned that it too
could be a major player in political affairs
related to Ukraine. ...
Perhaps the greatest disappointment of the
1970s was the Moroz debacle. After more
than a decade of lobbying, campaigning and
pleading on his behalf, valentyn Moroz was
released from the Soviet gulag to the UNA.
Not since Myroslaw Sichynsky arrived in the
United States in 1914 did the Ukrainian com–
munity respond with such joyous rapture.
For the UNA, enthusiasm faded within 11
days, valentyn Moroz became a tool of the
Liberation Front and in the process, bit the
hand that fed him. Both S i c h y n s k y and
Moroz had the power to unify the communi–
ty upon their arrival by eschewing partisan
politics and maintaining neutrality. Both
failed. ...

1979: valentyn Moroz, then the leading spokesperson of the national and human rights
movement in Ukraine, was freed from Soviet imprisonment. He arrived in the United States
and was placed by the U.S. government in the care of the UNA, which had previously stated
that it would underwrite all the costs of Mr. Moroz's and his family's resettlement in this coun–
try. Above, Mr. Moroz (left) is seen with UNA Supreme Secretary Walter Sochan and
Supreme President John 0 . Flis during their first meeting at the United Nations Plaza Hotel.

1978: The UNA continued its annual Ukrainian Cultural Courses at Soyuzivka. Above, students
and instructors pose with the supreme president.
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The 1980s

T

he decade began on a sour note,
with the UNA withdrawing from
the Ukrainian Congress Committee
because of domination of the Right and
helping establish the Ukrainian American
Coordinating Council. ...
Throughout the 1980s, the UNA went

on the offensive with a number of initia–
tives aimed at informing both the Ukrainian
and the American public about the true
nature of the calumny being penetrated
against the Ukrainian people, as the Soviet
Union intensified its defamation campaign
against the Ukrainian community in the
free world, resurrecting charges of antiSemitism and Nazism which were so suc–

cessfully applied in the 1930s and 1940s....
A UNA office was eventually estab–
lished in Washington and charged with
the responsibility of defending Ukrainian
American interests. ...
Perhaps the single most significant con–
tribution of the UNA in the struggle to pro–
mulgate the Ukrainian agenda during the
1980s, was the role "Batko Soyuz" played

in educating the American public about the
Great Famine of 1932-33 in Ukraine, pub–
lishing a special issue of The Ukrainian
Weekly, a monograph on the subject and
financing Dr. Robert Conquest's book,
'The Harvest of Sorrow." ...
The UNA also paid more attention to
senior citizens with the construction of
seniors' housing at Soyuzivka....

1985: The Ukrainian National Association sponsored several Washington receptions for members of the U.S. Congress and administration officials. The photos above,
from the 1985 reception on Capitol Hill, show (photo on left) Rep. Dan Mica with Supreme Advisor Taras Maksymowich (right), and (photo on right) Sen. Spark
Matsunaga being welcomed by (from left) Supreme vice-Presidentess Gloria Paschen, Supreme President John O. Flis and Supreme vice-President
Myron B. Kuropas.

1988: The Ukrainian National Association opened its
Washington Office on July 1, 1988. Seen above, in a photo
1992: The Association of UNA Seniors meets annually at Soyuzivka. Above, the 1992 convention is taken soon thereafter, arq Eugene lwanciw (left), director, John
addressed by Ambassador viktor Batiouk, then Ukraine's envoy to the United Nations. To his left is Kun, assistant director, and Maria Lischak, administrative
assistant.
the seniors' president, Gene Woloshyn.

lill

1989: Employees of Soyuzivka, the UNA's Catskill resort, at one of their reunions.
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1990: At the time of their participation in the second congress of Rukh, the
Popular Movement of Ukraine, UNA officers met with officials at Ukraine's Ministry
of Foreign Affairs to discuss the opening of a UNA Press Bureau based in Kyyiv.
Seen from left are: Supreme Advisor Eugene lwanciw (also director of the UNA
Washington Office), Supreme President Ulana Diachuk, volodymyr Chorny of the
ministry's press and information department, Supreme Secretary Walter Sochan
and valeriy lngulsky of the Foreign Ministry. Missing from the photo is Supreme
Advisor Roma Hadzewycz (also editor-in-chief of The Ukrainian Weekly), who was
part of the UNA delegation and snapped this photo.

1991: Employees of the Ukrainian National Association and the Svoboda Press gath–
er outsce the UNA Plaza to raise the Ukrainian flag on Monday, December 2, 1991,
a day after the people of Ukraine voted in a nationwide referendum to approve - by
more than 90 pecent - their Parliament's declaration of Ukraine's independence.

The 1990s

1991: Svoboda editorial staff members gather around lvan Kedryn Rudnytsky
(seated), editor emeritus, on the occasion of his 95th birthday. Seen from left are:
veselka Editor Wolodymyr Barahura, Chrystyna Ferencevych, Olha Kuzmowycz,
Lubov Kolensky, Wolodymyr Lewenetz, Raisa Rudenko, Editor-in-Chief Zenon
Snylyk and Halyna Kolessa.

Г 1 l w o UNA dreams were fulfilled
І early in the 1990s. The first was
J L U k r a i n e ' s independence. After
some 80 years of often Herculean effort
and against what often appeared to be
hopeless odds, the UNA never faltered or
hesitated in its jnceasing support for
Ukraine's national aspirations. All of the
sacrifice, pain anc calumny suffered by
the UNA and its membership was reward–
ed in December 1591, when over 90 per–
cent of the people of Ukraine voted for

independence. fA UNA press bureau was
established in Kyyiv in January 1991 and
The Weekly was there to cover the his–
toric event; also at the 1990 convention in
Baltimore, the UNA established a Fund
for the Rebirth of Ukraine; to date over
3420,000 have been collected.!
A second victory occurred in August,
1993 when the israeli Supreme Court
ruled that John Demjanjuk was not "lvan
the Terrible" of Treblinka.
These were moments to be savored as
the UNA prepared to celebrate the cen–
tennial of its birth.

SVOBODA M, СВОБОДА
УКРАЇНСЬКИЙ щомнник
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1993: With its highly successful Teaching English in Ukraine Program in full swing, the
Ukrainian National Association sponsored a Kyyiv Summer institute geared specifically to
teachers of English in Ukraine. The photo above was taken at a pot luck dinner hosted by the
U.S. instructors for their Ukrainian colleagues. Both the Teaching English in
Ukraine Program and the Summer institute are directed by Dr. Zirka voronka.
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1993: On September 15, 1993, Svoboda, the Ukrainian-language
newspaper that gave birth to the Ukrainian National Association,
marked the 100th anniversary of its founding. Above, a reproduction of
the front page of Svoboda's special centennial issue.
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SPORTSL1NE

Ukraine's athletes in Lillehammer
The official list of Ukraine's
at the Xvil Winter Game." in
Norway.

Olympians
Lillehammer,

Cross-country skiing
iryna Taranenko — 30km 15km 10km
5km
Luge

Biathlon

Men —
ihor Urbansky
Andriy Mukhin

mini cassette (cassingle)
featuring 2 original songs, w o r d s
and music by JOY BR1TTAN
"DON'T CRY UKRA1NO!"
(written after Chernobyl)
"MUSIC OF LOVE"
(English w o r d s to "Rushnychok")
Twelve piece orchestra recorded at
Capital Records, L.A.

Also available: (each for S8.00U.S.A. - $9.00 Canada)
1. Ukrainian Joy
(Ukrainian Folk Songs)
2. Ukrainian Religious Favorites
(all harmonies b y Joy Brittan)
17 popular h y m n s

Freestyle skiing
Women —
inna Palienko
Natalia Sherstniova
Men —
Serhiy But

Bobsled

7 1 4

Mail to: Joy Brittan, 5025 S. Eastern Ave. Я16
Box 224 ^ Las vegas, Nevada 89119

Ski j u m p
vasyl Hrybovych

Men —
Taras Dolny
ivan Maksymov
vitaliy Mohylenko
valentyn Dzhyma
Roman Zvonkov

JOY BRlTTAN'S
X 1f
NEW

S5.50 U.S.A. - S6.50 Canada
(postage Ac handling included)

Women—
Natalka Yakushenko

Women —
Nadia Bilova
Olena Petrova
valentyna Tserbe
Olena Uhortsova
Maryna Skolota

19

Figure skating

Oleksiy Zhukov
Oleksander Bortiuk
Andriy Pietukhov
vasyl Lantukh

Women's singles —
Oksana Baiul
Liudmyla ivanova
Olena Liashenko

Super-G, slalom downhill skiing
Olha Lohinova
Yuliya Kharkivska

Air Ukraine

Men's singles —
viktor Petrenko
Pairs —
Olena Belousovska 8c ihor Maliar
Svitlana Prystav 8c viacheslav Tkachenko

Nordic combined
Dmytro Prosvirnin
Speed skating
YuriyShulha-1,500 m
Oleh Kostromitin - 500 m

ice Dance
iryna Romanova 8c ihor Yaroshenko

Non-Stop Service
New York to Kyyiv
Tuesdays, Fridays and Sundays

For reservations and information please call

1(800)-UKRAlNE
or
Call your Travel Agent

Bill Frakes7Sports lllustrated7CBS lnc

Neil Leifer7Time7CBS lnc

U k r a i n e ' s top contenders for gold medals a t the Winter Olympics a r e figure
skaters Oksana Baiul and v i k t o r Petrenko, both of Odessa.
To subscribe: Call The Ukrainian Weekly's Subscription Department at (201)
434-0237, or send S20 (S10 if you are a member of the UNA) to The Ukrainian
Weekly, Subscription Department, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey City, NJ 07302.

scope

HISTORICAL
Castles of Ukraine
Jun 24 - Jul 19 wlth srr Hewryk

800 242-7267
201 378-8998

AUA visa Service
(212) 557-4044
1000A, Guaranteed

Air Ukraine ' 551 5th Avenue.

' Suite 1010 ' N e w York, N.Y. 10176

KYYIV- RIVNE -LVIV– IVANO FRANKIVSK
S2750
CHERNivTSl - ODESSA
Sgl K50
26 day all inclusive
MOTOR COACH TOUR
^ ^ plus 7 day DN1PRO CRU1SE
Hosted by guest lecturers in L viv and Kyyiv

EXCURSlONS:
Chernyhiv, BerestechkofOlesko,
KremenetsfPotchqjiv,
RohotynfHalycliSKrylos,
KolomyjaSYablonytskyj
Pereval,
Kosmach,
Yaremtchef Manyava, vyzJinytsia, KhotynfKamianets Podilskyj, Billwrod Dnistrovyj, Dnipro Cruise: ш^^ Odessa,
Kherson, Zaporizzhia, Khortycia, Kremenchuk, Cherkassy, Kaniv, Kyyiv
" A i r transportation via A1R UKRA1NE Airlines directly to K Y Y i v " intercity transportation by motor coach " Transfers u p o n arrival7departure
BreakfastTlunchXdinner daily " Daily morning 8L afternoon comprehensive city tours " Outside city excursions a s listed e Gala Folkoric dinner
Professional local guides at each destination e OdessaTKyyiv D n i p r o Cruise " Ukrainian visa fee, hotel gratuities ft tipping " E S C O R T E D from N Y
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WEST ARKA

Planning a trip to

Personalized
Travel Service at
Reasonable Rates

UKRAINIAN SINGLES
NEWSLETTER
^lSAS'HOTELS'MEALS'

Serving Ukrainian singles of all ages
throughout the United States and Canada.

'TRANSFERS-CUlDES'
-AlR TiCKETS'

For information send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to:

' R A I L TICKETS'
-CARS W I T H DRIVERS'

Single Ukrainians
P.O. Box 24733, Phila., Pa. 19111

'INTERPRETERS'
'SIGHTSEEING'

LANDMARK, LTD

FOR SALE or LEASE
Deluxe Apartment in Kyyiv
close to downtown; furnished; bedroom,
livingroom, kitchen, bath,
foyer, enclosed balcony, security.
For information call (905) 892-1874

toll free (800) 832-17.89
DC7MDA7A (703) 941-6180
fax (703) 941-7587

The ultimate gift for your relatives in UKRA1NE

Tractors and
small farming
^ equipment
For
A newer, easier,
product information,
better way
call Toll Free: 1 - 8 0 0 - 3 5 4 - 3 1 3 6

SEPCORP

international,

Towards...
(Continued from page 6)
Code of Canons

Gifts
Ukrainian Handicrafts
Art, Books, Ceramics
Jewellery, Newspapers
Records, Typewriters
Embroidery Supplies
Packages to Ukraine

UKRAINE?

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 20,1994

inc.

25 Mountain Pass Road, Hopewell Junction, NY 12533 USA

Pope John Paul П has proclaimed the
Code of Canons of the Eastern Churches,
based on the ancient legislation of the
Christian East. This code is a great step for–
ward in many ways for our Church. One of
its most important elements is the presenta–
tion of the structure of a Patriarchate. The
patriarchal system is set forth in detail in
this code. І would very much like to see
our Ukrainian Catholic specialists and
experts publish studies and popular expla–
nations of this part of the Code of Canons
of the Eastern Churches, to guide us as we
all strive, in our various positions, to make
the Patriarchate a practical reality.
Our last session of the Holy Synod, in
May 1992, took several steps in this vein.
The Synod approved the Patriarchal
C u r i a , and elected m e m b e r s to t h e
Permanent Synod. The Synod heard and
accepted the report on the separation of
the P a t r i a r c h a l C h a n c e r y from the
Chancery of the Archeparchy of Halych. 7
The Code of Canons requires this separa–
tion, and it is so in all t h e Eastern
Catholic Patriarchates, it is the same
even in Rome itself, where the Papal
Curia is quite distinct from the offices of
the Archdiocese of Rome.

No. 8
to address us on the important theme of
Christian unity. B i s h o p Y s e v o l o d ' s
address has been widely published in
several languages, 8 and has received the
most positive responses. The faithful in
U k r a i n e are eager for e c u m e n i c a l
progress.
Our Synod of Bishops blessed the
informal consultations between interested
h i e r a r c h s and t h e o l o g i a n s of the
Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinopie, and interested Ukrainian Catholic
hierarchs and theologians. І have submit–
ted my report to the Synod on this
Kyyivan Church Study Group, which has
already held four successful consulta–
tions and plans to continue. І ask every–
one's prayers for God's blessing on this
effort, and on all the other efforts which
work in harmony for the unity of our
Kyyivan Church.
This goal is worth stating again. We
seek one Patriarchate of Kyyiv, fully and
uncompromisingly "Orthodox in faith
and Catholic in love," in that splendid
phrase which we have learned anew
from Pope John Paul 11. We pray and
work so that this one Orthodox-Catholic
Kyyivan Patriarchate will be in full com–
m u n i o n with the C h u r c h of R o m e ,
empurpled by the martyrdom of the Holy
Apostles Peter and Paul, and in full com–
munion with our historic Mother, the
(Continued on page 21)

Christian unity
Ever since the first efforts toward a
Kyyivan Patriarchate in the 17th centu–
ry, in the time of Metropolitan Petro
M o h y l a and M e t r o p o l i t a n J o s e p h
veliamyn-Rutsky, the supreme goal of
this movement has been to unite the
divided Kyyivan Church. That remains
our goal today. Thus it was no accident
that our first full session of the Holy
Synod after the l e g a l i z a t i o n of the
Church in Ukraine invited our beloved
brother, Bishop Ysevolod of Scopelos,

7 Often called the Archeparchy of Lviv,
because the metropolitans have resided in
Lviv for the last few centuries, but this is a
misnomer.
8 it was even published in a Catholic mag–
azine in india.
9 Today, as the dialogue between the
Orthodox Church and the Catholic Church
continues worldwide, it would be unthinkable
for Ukrainian Catholics and Ukrainian
Orthodox not to seek every avenue to heal our
own divisions, it will not be accomplished
overnight, but it need not take forever.

WIN A ROUND TRIP TO KYYIV FOR TWO!
DID YOU KNOW?
THE FOLLOWING INVESTMENTS ARE NOW AVAILABLE
MUTUAL FUNDS
GLOBAL lNvESTMENT FUNDS
TAX FREE MUNlClPAL BOND FUNDS
ZERO COUPON BONDS FOR QUALlFlED ACCOUNTS
AND AN ARRAY OF OTHER lNvESTMENTS
For information and a prospectus, call Robert M. Cook, CLU, ChFC
Director of insurance Operations for the Ukrainian National Association's
Financial Services Department, at (800) 782-6538.

Two Air Ukraine tickets (NYC-KYYiv) valid 5Д5У94 to 12731У94, plus seven days apartment
accomodation in beautiful Kyyiv. Entries S10.00 each. Drawing May 1,1994. Send this
form and check or money order to UAEEA RAFFLE, P.OJBox 116, Castle Creek, NY 13744.
Raffle tickets sent by return mail. Call (607) 648-2224 for more information.
Name:

Tel.

tf

of tickets

Sponsors: Hamalia Travel, Air Ukraine, Ukrainian-American Educational Exchange Assn.
Funds benefit Ukrainian-American exchange programs. All ticket donations tax-deductible.

Securities products offered through Travelers Equities Sales, inc.
(800)541-0343.

Ukrainians: Destination Florida
We are a young dynamic firm
directing the future
of our Canadian and American Ukrainian communities
to a warm and secure environment.
Take hold of the future with a solid investment
in our condominium project located in South Florida established already by Ukrainian churches
and community centers.
For brochures and information contact:
Gulf Stream Condominiums
(514)721-8852

Something to crow about!
A new self-study course

Everyday Ukrainian
For the beginner— and those who want to brush up — this audio-cassette7
book course features practical Ukrainian useful for the business person or
traveler.
Developed by Dr. ZirkaDerlycia, ateacherof Ukrainian for eighteen years,
most recently atHunterCollege,New York, the course emphasizes thespoken
language and is the equivalent of two semesters of college Ukrainian. All
recordings are by native speakers.
П Everyday Ukrainian: 10 cassettes (10 hr.) and 342-page text, S195.
Also available:
П Ukraine: The Land and its People: 1 vHS cassette, S29.95.
П Bandura—Ukrainian instrumental Music: 1 cassette, Si0.95.
YOU MAY ORDER BY PHONE, FAX OR MA1L. Major credit cards
accepted. Full three-week money-back guarantee.
Call for a free copy of our56-page Whole World Language
We offer 264 courses in 91 languages. Our 22nd year.

Catalog.

aupiQ'PqRum
THE LANGUAGE S O U R C E

^Room G249,96 Broad St, Guilford, CT 06437 1 -800-243-1234' Fax (203) 453-977 jj
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Towards...
(Continued from page 20)
Church of Constantinople, founded by
St. Andrew, first-called of the apostles,
who blessed the hills where Kyyiv now
stands.9 We do not seek to divide the
Ukrainian Christian people, nor do we
seek to break the bonds of faith and love
which unite us with the Universal
Church. These are broad, ambitious and
far-reaching goals, worthy of the
Ukrainian Christian people who have
given rivers of blood in this century for
their fidelity to Jesus Christ and His
Holy Church. The martyrs plead for us
before the Throne of God; we have only
to join our prayers to theirs. These goals
fully accord with the Holy Will of Our
Savior. Let us be patient with God, and
trust in Him, and the Lord will surprise
us again with His response to our prayer.
Cynicism is not for Christians; as 1 noted
above, cynicism was unjustified in the
recent past. There is no reason for cyni–
cism now; we must be realistic, opti–
mistic Christians and strive toward these
most lofty goals with Christian confi–
dence.
Our Christian faith teaches us that we
work together with God, and that we
must trust in God. Thus, for example, we
work toward the goal of Church unity,
but we cannot know when we shall
achieve that goal, because authentic
Church unity is God's gift, it cannot be
accomplished by political negotiations,
as though we were seeking a peace treaty
between warring states. Still, we can has–
ten the gift we seek from God, by prepar–
ing the way for it, working with a con–
stant awareness that the matter remains

in God's hands but that God wants our
effort, and rewards our effort, even
though we may not always realize it.
The Synod itself offers us a good
example. The patriarch calls the Synod;
the Patriarchal Curia and the Permanent
Synod prepare the agenda; the bishops all
send their suggestions and reports;10 we
arrange for the various experts who may
be needed; we plan the dates and all the
program. But still, when the meeting
actually begins, we sing the hymn of
Palm Sunday vespers: "Today the Holy
Spirit has gathered us together." There
have been false synods and false councils
in the history of the Church; they
depended exclusively on men. An
authentic Synod is gathered together by
the Holy Spirit. For that, obviously, we
depend upon God.
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Position Available: Regional C O U N T E R P A R T Service Center Director
(Ukraine, Belarus and Moldova)
international non-profit development organization seeks senior level manager with sub–
stantial experience working with non-governmental organizations in social services sector.
Two year Kyyiv-based project emphasizes strengthening institutional and program
capacity of local organizations through NGO Service Center. Special focus on training,
technical and humanitarian assistance.
Requires demonstrated management capability, experience with organizational sys–
tems, strategic planning, project design7implementation, knowledge of A.l.D.
Successful applicant is a team leader and organization's in-country representative.
Outreach to U.S. and local government agencies, PvOs, businesses. Ukrainian7Russian
language and cultural awareness required. Previous work in NlS preferred. Salary com–
mensurate with experience.
МаіІЛах cover letter, resume by March 1 to:
COUNTERPART Foundation, inc.
910 17th Street, Suite 328
Washington, DC 20006
Fax: 202-296-9679

Our hope
І am as impatient as anyone for the
full accomplishment of our Patriarchate.
My heart longs for the enthronement of
one patriarch in St. Sophia Cathedral in
Kyyiv, with both the pope of Rome and
the ecumenical patriarch of Constantinopie, together with the Eastern patriarchs,
leading the bishops, the clergy, the
monastics and the faithful in a joyful
"Axios" that will resound from
Ukrainian hearts the world over. And І
firmly believe that this blessed moment
will arrive. Only God knows the time of
its coming. But it will arrive all the soon–
er if we work together, prayerfully and in
harmony, to achieve it.
10 The clergy and faithful are welcome to
send their suggestions and requests, either to
their own bishops, or to the Synod directly.

Ukrainian-American Joint venture,

"Grand-Hotel"
has an opening position for a general manager in a travel
agency in Philadelphia.
Requirements: fluency in English and Ukrainian;
3 or more years of experience in travel business
in the US travel industry.
Please fax your resumes to the following number:
(215)668-1053

FIRST UKRAINIAN PHARMACISTS WORLD CONGRESS
to take place in

LVW-UKRAINE
May 27-29,1994

СОЮЗІЄКА

For travel information, registration, and reservations call or write:
Stefa Korol MS (ASCP) SBB
27 South Duval
Gorsse Pointe Shores, Ml, 48236
1-313-884-7092

SOYUZIVKA
STAY AT SOYUZIVKA
BUT ENJOY...
ONLY 2 Miles From Soyuzivka

^

For active participation in congress contact:
Bohdan Kruk, RPh
3833 Dora
Warren, Ml, 48091
1-313-759-4230

.The

Winter
Fun Park^

Relax in front of a roaring fire in our Main House or Kyyiv Lobby after
a day of winter activities here in the snow covered Catskiils.
Ukrainian Gift Shop will be open upon request.

Thinking about buying a home?

CALL NOW FOR RESERvATlONS: (914) 626-5641
OR FAX US (914) 626-4638
Soyuzivka Accepts visa, MastercardfcAmex.
Enjoy our off season rates!!!

Winter

The Ukrainian National Association
offers its members
Skiing . . . And Much,

F u n Раг1с ф Much More!
December 19th, 1993 to March 13th, 1994

Operating Hours: Day 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.; Evening 7:30 to 10:30 p.m. on selected dates'
YOUR " A D M l S S l O N T O T H E PARK" PASS O F S15
!NCLUDES T H E F O L L O W i N G :
4

SERPENT1NE SLED RUN - Be seated, lie back and pilot your own sled. You'll slide thru 300 feet of fun
filled curves on our snakelike run.
" SNOW TUB1NG - The newest sledding sensation with custom snowtubes and a snowtube lift that returns
you to the top.,.on your snowtube.
WAGON RlDES - Scenic wagon rides throughout our picturesque winter wonderland.
ІСЕ SKATlNG - Enjoy ice skating on our outdoor pond or indoor rink, Bring your own skates or rent them
from us.
"FUN PARK" ACTiviTlES FOR A FEE
plus applicable State and Local Taxes
SKl LEARN1NG CENTER - Group Ski Lesson and Coaching (2 hours), use of skis, boots and poles, and
ski lift and trails for first time skiers S25
CROSS-COUNTRY SK11NG - Group Ski Lesson and Coaching (2 hours), use of skis, boots and poles, and
cross-country loop for first time skiers S20
HORSEBACK R1D1NG - Scenic guided trail rides
depart hourly from the Park S20
'SNOWMOB1LE RlDES - Experience the thrill of snowmobiling on our private trail 310
SK1RM1SH-PA1NTBALL - Choose your team...
and off we go to combat in our snowy wooded terrain S25
The Winter Fun Park provides a fun-filled time for everyone.
Call in advance to RESERYE YOUR PLACE 1N THE SNOW.
Rent The Park For Your Group Or
Organization - Call For Details

Sunday is Family Day
Noon Till Closing S35 Per Carload

^

Low Fixed Rate Mortgage Loans

9

For 1-3 Family Owner Occupied Homes

^

Quick Appraisal and Approval

'

Low Closing Fees

Ф

Fast and Friendly Service

Thinking about refinancing?
Take the right step. Call us about rates,
terms and more information at

1 (800) 253-9862 (except N.J.) or
(201)451-2200
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Ukrainian Americans...
(Continued from page 1)

союзівкА

behalf of the community, he urged the
president to sign the Charter of AmericanUkrainian Partnership, Friendship and
Cooperation during President Kravchuk's
visit to the United States.
The president stated that he is very sen–
sitive to Ukraine, noting that "the fate of
Ukraine is pivotal to any hopes of having a
unified Europe" and that "all of Europe is
very sensitive to the long-term security of
Ukraine." He also argued that he opposed
NATO membership for Poland, the Czech
Republic and Hungary because of his con–
cern about what would happen to Ukraine.
vice-President Gore stated that the
community has been "extremely effec–
tive in getting the administration to focus
on Ukraine," and he hopes that it will be
as effective in trying "to get Ukraine to
change its macro-economics."
Askold Lozynsky, president of the
U k r a i n i a n C o n g r e s s C o m m i t t e e of
America (UCCA), urged the administra–
tion to consider helping Ukraine create a
safety net for people dislocated by eco–
nomic reform. The president agreed with
the need for such a program, and stated
that the Czech Republic is probably a

SOYUZIVKA

SKlERS!

ATTENTION

Come to "Soyuzivka" and enjoy our
warmth and hospitality
9

Overnight accomodations S50 standart; S60 Deluxe rooms
(including tips and taxes) Meals extra!

- Go CROSS COUNTRY7SKNNG at neighboring MlNNEWASKA STATE
PARK with 40 miles of groomed trails. Entrance fee: S50 per adult,
S4 per child. Ski rentals, on weekend only S18.
" Downhill skiing at BlG vANlLLA and HOLlDAY MOUNTAlN,
approximately 30 minutes away from "Soyuzivka"
о HUNTER MTN. -ь SKl WlNDHAM 90 minutes from "Soyuzivka"
Ukrainian National Association Estate
Foordmore Road, Kerhonkson, New York 12446
914-626-5641

' OKSANA

INTERNATIONAL TRADE, INC.
1111 East Elizabeth Avenue, Linden NJ 07036
Tel: (908) 925 0717 о

Fax: (908) 925 3724

Won - Fri9-6Pm. Sat 10-3Pm

UKRAlNE^, RUSSlAyhswe"gS"tem24H^
BlELORUSSlA, POLAND, LlTHUANlA,
PACKAGES то

і y ^ L A T V I A AND S L O V A K I A .
ljSmf
By Boat, By Air-Plaine,
JHf
By Super-Express4",
ШВткк
By Ultra-Express"
'Certain restriction. appJy

Free piickage Pick Up a vailable anywhere in Continental USA. Packages should weigh at least 40 pounds. І
І if you have a package a nd wish to take advantage of this service call our РІСК UP SERY1CE and tell us
І the we ght and we will s chedule package pick up: 1 800 965 -7262 (For packages to Ukraine SL Slovakia)!
WE OFFER FOOD PACKAGES W1TH PRODUCTS FROM AMER1CAN STORES

A
Flour
Sugar
Rice
Macaroni
Canned Ham
Total Weight

R
25 Lb
20 Lb
20 Lb
5 Lb
2 Lb
75 Lb

5108.00
N

Luncheon Meat
Canned Sardines
Dry Milk
vegetable Oil
Canned Ham
Macaroni
Rice
Total Weight

4 Lb
3 Lb
2 Lb
lGal
3Lb
6 Lb
20 Lb
53 Lb

S 105.00
c

50 Lb
50 Lb
Flour
^
20 Lb
Sugar
5 Lb
Rice
3Lb
Macaroni
5712 Oz
Ham
Luncheon Meat 5712 Oz
8 0z
Comed Beef
100 pcs
Coffee
147 Lb
Tea
Total Weight

S 192.00

Flour
Sugar
Oil
Canned Ham
Comed Beef
Crisco
Macaroni
Tea
Coffee
Chocolate
Total weight

GIANT

Canned Ham
Hard Salami
Corned Beef
Chicken Sausages
Canned Sardines
Chicken Soup
Macaroni
vegetable Oil
Crisco
Canned Peas
Black Pepper
Rice
Mustard
Olives
Ketchup
12 Oz Chicken Boulion
lLb
Dry Milk
lLb
Chocolate Syrup
12 oz Raisins
lLb
Coffee
lLb
Cocoa
3 1b
Tea
5 1b
Powdered Sugar
lQt
Peanut Butter
2 Lb
Bubble Gum
08 Oz Danish Cookies
08 Oz Total Weight
10 Oz
24 Lb

25 Lb
25 Lb
lGal
7 Lb
4Lb
6 Lb
6 Lb
08 Oz
08 Oz
5 Pcs
93 Lb

S164. 00
D
Luncheon Meat
Canned Sardines
Canned Ham
Comed Beef
Canned Peas
Hard Salami
Rice
Macaroni
Oil
Dry Milk
Coffee
Cocoa
Tea
Total Weight

6 Lb
3 Lb
3 Lb
1 Lb
3 Lb
12724 p
5 Lb
lGal
6 Lb
4 Lb
lLb
20 Lb
1.5 Lb
lLb
2 Lb
13 Oz
2 Lb
1.5 Lb
2 Lb
2.5 Lb
1 Lb
1 Lb
2 Lb
2.5 Lb
1 Lb
3 Lb
105 Lb

5 248.00

G
Farina
Buckwheat
Rice
Sugar
Flour
vegetable Oil
Canned Meat
Crisco
Coffee
Tea
Total weight

100 Lb
50 Lb
20 Lb
25 Lb
25 Lb
lGal
7.5 Lb
6 Lb
08 Oz
08 Oz
250 Lb

S 280.00
Buckwheat
Hard Cheese
Rice
vegetable Oil
Canned Meat
Crisco
Coffee
Tea
Total Weight

jjmrtds

50 Lb
5 Lb
20 Lb
1 Gal
7.5 Lb
6 Lb
08 Oz
08 Oz
108 Lb

195.00

в
Danish Cookies
Peanut Butter
Chocolate Syrup
Powdered Sugar
Dry Cream
Raisins
Tea
Coffee
Sunsweet Prunes
Bubble Gum
Total Weight

3Lb
2.5 Lb
1.5 Lb
2 Lb
2 Lb
2 Lb
1.5 Lb
2.5 Lb
lLb
lLb
24 Lb

S 82.00
M

Luncheon Meat 7.5 Lb
Canned Sardines 3 Lb
Canned Ham
3 Lb
Corned Beef
3 Lb
Chicken Sausages 1 Lb
Hard Salami
3 Lb
Chicken Soup
12724 pi
Mustard
1.5 Lb
Total Weight
32 Lb

S 99.00

We Accept All Major Credit Cards

better model for reform in Ukraine than
either the Russian or Polish model. He
pointed out that slower privatization and
more foreign investment are needed.
With the departure of the president
and v i c e - p r e s i d e n t , M r . Lake and
Ambassador Talbott continued the dis–
cussions with the delegation. They were
j o i n e d by Nicholas Burns and Rose
G o t t e m o e l l e r , both of the National
Security Council staff.
National Security Advisor Lake stated
that "inflation clearly has to be
addressed," since it can kill Ukraine's
economy and political system, in
response to a question about linkage, he
noted that support for the safety net was
linked to economic reform but not to rati–
fication of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty (NPT). He added, however, that
the signing of the charter was linked to
NPT ratification.
A m b a s s a d o r Talbott noted that
Ukraine's security involves several lay–
ers and that it is "important for the
Russian Federation to accept uncondi–
tionally that borders are inviolable."
in commenting on the meeting, Ulana
Diachuk, president of both the Ukrainian
National Association (UNA) and the
Ukrainian American C o o r d i n a t i n g
Council (UACC), stated: "The meeting
was a positive first step in the develop–
ment of working relations between the
Clinton administration and our commu–
nity. We are looking forward to continu–
ing this dialogue. Obviously, the positive
steps that the administration has taken
toward Ukraine are welcome, especially
in light of the administration's focus on
Russia only for the past year. We
stressed and will continue to stress the
need for the immediate release of the
promised assistance for Ukraine. The sit–
uation in Ukraine has reached a critical
state and economic assistance is urgently
needed."
After the meeting UNA Washington
Office Director Eugene iwanciw stated:
"The doubling of economic assistance to
Ukraine to comply with the law passed
last fall is a welcome development in
U.S.-Ukrainian relations. There is, how–
ever, continuing concern about the lack
of real security assurances for Ukraine. І
have no doubt that the letters and
telegrams from our community to the
White House and Congress played a role
in the convening of this meeting."
Other members of the Ukrainian dele–
gation, numbering about 20, included
UACC vice-President and Ukrainian
Fraternal Association (UFA) President
ivan Oleksyn, Bishop Basil Losten of the
Ukrainian Catholic Church, Archbishop
Constantine of the Ukrainian Auto–
cephalous Orthodox Church, Ukrainian
National Women's League of America
President Anna Kravchuk, Ukrainian
American Bar Association President
Walter Lupan and UCCA Washington
Office Acting Director Yuriy Holowin–
sky.
The delegation was welcomed to the
White House by Philip Lader, the deputy
chief of staff for the president. Mr. Lader
pointed out that he has Ukrainian ties,
since his father had emigrated from
Ukraine in 1910.

Ukrainian Students Want to
Study in the U.S.
The Ukrainian– American Educational Exchange
Assn,needs caring host families throughout the
U.S. Contact UAEEA, P.O. Box 116, Castle
Creek, NY 13744. Tel. (607)648-2224.

5 88.00
. To Order Call Toll Free: 1 800 965 - 7262
r

1 0 Уо OFF For Oksana

.

Fo, All information Call: 1-908 925 - 0 7 1 7 ^ m N e m b e r s h i p Cardholdersl

Need female to live in, help in store
and in house. Pleasant personality
must speak English. Apply:
106-20 Liberty Ave.
Queens, NY
Phone (718) 843-5850.
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KOBASNIUK TRAVEL INC.

Ukrainian crossword

157 Second Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10003-5765 л
Established 1920

by Tamara Stadnychenko

SPECIAL AIR FARES T O UKRAINE

Answers to last week's puzzle

from S525.00 r o u n d trip
New YorkTKyyiv (non stop)
New УогкДлІуЖууіу (via Prague)
Far Reservations and information please call
254-8779 or 1-800-535-5587 Fax: (212) 254-4005

t
t
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Newsbriefs...
(Continued from page 2)
Zhirinovsky. The appeal calls for actively
campaigning against the "party of provoca–
teurs, which has nothing in common with
liberalism or democracy." (Respublika)
Year of Olzhych fetes planned
KYYiv - 1994 has been proclaimed
the Year of Olzhych in Ukraine and
beyond its borders. Oleh Olzhych (19071944), son of poet Oleksander Oles, was
an archeologist, poet and nationalist
leader. The head of the Organization of
Ukrainian Nationalists, cultural and edu–
cational branch, Olzhych, as second in
command to Andriy Melnyk, represented
the OUN-leadership in Carpatho-Ukraine
in 1938-1939. After the split in the OUN
in 1940, he sided with the Melnykites
and took part in forming the Ukrainian
National Council in Kyyiv in 1941. Until
his arrest and execution by the Gestapo at
the Sachsenhausen concentration camp in
1944, he directed Melnykite underground
activities in Ukraine.
The Year of Olzhych commemorations
are being organized by Deputy Prime

A " 1 Ш^Ш^
Ц і
І
v - J m^ 1

Minister Mykola Zhulynsky. On February
4, Mr. Zhulynsky met with representatives
of the Olzhych Foundation in Ukraine,
including Mykola Plawiuk, head of the
Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists,
Pavlo Dorozhynsky and Halyna
Shymansky to plan commemorations.
Highlighting the June 10-12 commemora–
tions will be an evening honoring Olzhych
at the National Opera House and a schol–
arly conference organized by Minster of
Culture ivan Dzyuba. President Leonid
Kravchuk has agreed to be the honorary
patron of Olzhych Year. (The Leadership
of Ukrainian Nationalists)

f
T
T
t
f

УКРАЇНСЬКЕ БЮРО
ПОДОРОЖЕЙ
Марійки Гельбіг

s c o p e maoeL toe
201 378 8998 or 800 242 7267

GftSP'
KONTAKT, PREM1ERE UKRA1N1AN TELEviSlON
INVITES YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS
TO JOIN THEM
FOR A 7 DAY BASH
ABOARD THE UKRAINIAN CRUISE LINER

^GRUZIYA^
TOP UKRAINIAN ENTERTAINMENT

MARCH 19-26,1994
CHANCE TO WIN: UKRAINE TOURS,
DNIPRO CRUISES, TICKETS TO UKRAINE AND CARIBBEAN,
DRAWING EVERY NIGHT

PRICES FROM sns'
'NOT INCLUDING AIR FARE

PORTS OF CALL:
TAMPA, FL, COZUMEL, BEL1ZE AND HONDURAS

Air Ukraine opens D.C. office
WASH1NGTON - A new Air Ukraine
office opened recently in Washington. The
office handles inquiries and reservations
for existing flights between the United
States and Ukraine, it is also doing prepara–
tory work for service between Kyyiv's
Boryspil and Washington's Dulles
international Airport, which is expected to
start this spring. The office is located at
16201 St. NW, Suite 810, Washington, DC
20006. Phone: (202) 833-4648. Fax: (202)
833-4676. (Air Ukraine)

OflRlBBEM

t

Cruise arrangements handled by Hamalia.
For information call: 1-800-HAMAL1A

HURYN MEMOR1ALS
For the finest in custom made memorials
teries in the New York Metropolitan area
in Hamptonburgh, N.Y., St. Andrew's in
N.J., Pine Bush in Kerhonkson and Glen
Spey.
We offer personal service and guidance
bilingual representative call:

installed in all ceme–
including Holy Spirit
South Bound Brook,
Spey Cemetery, Glen
in your home. For a

1605 Springfield Ave, Maplewood NJ 07040

HURYN MEMOR1ALS
P.O. Box 121
Hamptonburgh, NY 10916

UKRAINE IIUKRAINE
EXPRESS

from S1200

15 days bedTbreakfast tours - Kyyiv
or Lviv or Ternopil or Franldvsk

ZOZUL1A

from

S1350

15 days bedTbreakfast tours
Lviv 9days7Kyyiv -Sdays

BANDURA from S1650
15 days partial services tours
Lviv, Ternopil, Kyyiv

HUTSULKA from S1950
15 days ail inclusive tours
Lviv, Franldvsk, Kyyiv

RUSALKA

Tel. (914) 427-2684

S2450

15 days all inclusive tour
Lviv, Franldvsk, Kyyiv, Copenhagen

Z1RKA

S2800

18 days all inclusive tour -Lviv,
Franldvsk, Kyyiv, StPete, Moscow

EDELWE1SS

S2800

16 days all inclusive tour
Lviv, Franldvsk, Kyyiv, Munich

ATHENA

53100

19 days all inclusive tour
Lviv, Franldvsk, Kyyiv, Athens

SCOPE 1994 BROCHURE 1S READY!
42 departures
Call Today! 800 242-7267 or 201378-8998

27 LB FOOD PARCEL TO UKRAlNE
HAM
850 g
MACARONl
172 K1L0
FLOUR
5
"
RlCE
2
"
SUGAR
2
"
01L
172 "
MARGARlNE
172 "
COFFEE
250 g
CHOCOLATE
100 g
BAKlNG POWDER 100 g
TEA
100 g

Ф25.50
Free delivery in l. Frankivsk.,
Lviv, Ternopil. Call for other
areas.. Order by mailing
your address and that of
your relatives along with
cheeky Money Order to:
UKRAINE MARKETING CO.
PO Box 0553
YORKTOWN HTS, NY 0553

Tel: (914) 962-6843
21012 Royal Ann Rd, Bothell, WA 98021
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PREVIEW OF EVENTS
Tuesday, February 22

Friday, March 4

CAMBR1DGE, Mass.: The Ukrainian
Research institute at Harvard University, as
part of its seminar series, will hold a lecture
by John B. Dunlop, senior fellow, Hoover
institution on War, Revolution and Peace,
who will address the topic "is Russian
Nationalism Expansionist by Nature?
Observations on and a Consideration of the
Ukrainian Case." The lecture will be held in
Coolidge Hall, Room 3, 1737 Cambridge
St., 4-6 p.m.

ROSEMONT, Quebec: The "Spiritual
Legacy of Ukraine" exhibition featuring the
work of Leonid Mohuchov of Chernihiv,
returns to tour Canada in a modified and
expanded version. The exhibit, comprising
watercolor drawings of ancient churches
and monasteries, as well as cultural and his–
torical monuments, many of which were
destroyed in the period 1948-1986, opens at
the Patriarch Josyf Slipyj Museum, adjacent
to the Assumption of the Blessed virgin
Mary Ukrainian Catholic Church, 6175
10th Ave., at 7:30 p.m. The exhibit runs
through March 13. Exhibit hours: MondayFriday, 2-9 p.m.; Saturdays and Sundays,
noon-9 p.m. For additional information, call
Orest Pawliw, (514) 739-0476. The exhibit
is being held under the auspices of
Ukraine's Embassy in Canada and with the
support of local Ukrainian churches and
organizations.

Friday, February 25
NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Artists
Association and the Literary7Art Club invite
the public to a talk and slide presentation by
virlana Tkacz, director of the Yara Arts
Group, on Yara's staging of Lesia
Ukrainka's "Lisova Pisnia" as well as other
productions. The presentation will be held
at the association's gallery, 136 Second
Ave., fourth floor, at 6:30 p.m.
Saturday, February 26
NEW YORK: The Shevchenko Scientific
Society is holding a lecture by Oleh
Mykytenko, editor of vsesvit, who will
speak on "Ukrainian Translations of Foreign
Literature." The lecture will be held at the
society's building, 63 Fourth Ave., at 5 p.m.
Monday, February 28
NEWARK, N.J.: St. John the Baptist
Ukrainian Catholic School (Sandford Avenue
and ivy Street), will hold an open house7registration, 12:45-3 p.m. For further informa–
tion, contact the school at (201) 373-9359.
Wednesday, March 2
HARTFORD, Conn.: The Connecticut
Group of Ukrainian American Professionals
will be holding a meeting at the Ukrainian
National Home (lower level), 961
Wethersfleld Ave., at 7 p.m. For further infor–
mation, call Halya Duda, (203) 658-7775.

HISTORY

Saturday, March 5
CH1CAGO: The Ukrainian Business and
Professional Group of Chicago invites
members, prospective members and guests
to a dinner social at Galans Restaurant,
2212 W. Chicago Ave. There will be cocktails (cash bar) at 6:30 p.m., dinner at 7:15
p.m. and Ukrainian music by Yaro and
Alex. Cost: S20, members; S24, non-mem–
bers. For further information, call Patti,
(312) 975-5917 (home) or (312) 984-4133
(work).
TORONTO: The World Federation of
Ukrainian Women's Organizations is hold–
ing a memorial service for the late Dr.
Maria Kwitkowsky, past and honorary
WFUWO president, to be held at St.
Nicholas Ukrainian Catholic Church, 4
Bellwoods Ave., at 3 p.m.
Sunday, March 6
JOHNSON C1TY, N.Y.: The Ukrainian
Orthodox League is holding a craft and flea
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market to be held at St. John's Memorial
Center, 11 a.m.-5 p.m. Free parking available.
ADVANCE NOTICE
June 13-August 5
NEW PALTZ, N.Y.: The Language
immersion institute at The College at New
Paltz, State University of New York, under
the direction of Dr. Henry Urbanski, will
offer four two-week summer sessions: June
13-24; June 27-July 8; July 11-22; and July
25-August 5. The courses can be taken in
sequence for a maximum of eight weeks of
instruction. Each two-week session can be
taken for three undergraduate college cred–
its. The program offers intensive instruction
in 20 languages, including Ukrainian. Each
two-week session consists of 50 hours of
instruction, instructors are native speakers
who are trained language professionals.
Class size is small: anywhere from six to 15
participants. The emphasis in all courses is
on the development of conversational abili–
ty in practical situations. The goal is to
make travel and experiences abroad more
productive and enjoyable and to facilitate
basic communication for those who may
use the language in their work andYor social
situations. Classes are supplemented by
practice in the language laboratory, and
recorded materials are available for outside
listening. Participants are encouraged to
live on campus in a language dormitory
where additional opportunities to use the
target language will be more readily available. Fee per two-week course is S625.
Programs also offered include: weekends in
White Plains, New York City, and at SUNY
New Paltz, resort weekends at the Mohonk
Mountain House in New Paltz and the
interlaken inn in Lakeville, Conn. The insti–
tute also offers overseas learning vacations,
as well as individualized language immer–
sion programs that can meet the needs of
any business. For more information, call
(914)257-3500.

INDUSTRY

Media center...
(Continued from page 1)
into three sections: Ukrainian-language,
English-language and Russian-language.
Roman Zvarych, the liaison between
the center and the foreign diplomatic
corps as well as with political parties,
said a press network has been developed
throughout Ukraine. "We have at least
one reporter and usually more in all the
oblasts of Ukraine," he said.
The largest funder of the effort is the
Soros Foundation, which has given an
initial sum of S25,000 to finance the
operation. The donation includes com–
puters and various other technical support equipment. Ms. Zvarych said she
feels the Soros Foundation grant will
cover the press center's needs through
February. "We believe that it will cost
S64,000 to sustain us through March."
She added that the foundation's major
requirement was that the press center
remain unaligned with any political party
and maintain objectivity in its press
releases.
The Ukrainian Congress Committee
of America (UCCA) is also a sponsor of
the press center. They have agreed to pay
the salaries of some of the staff writers
and to partially finance the publication
costs. Several foreign embassies and pri–
vate groups as well have offered finan–
cial and technical support, including the
Dutch Embassy, the Ukrainian Financial
Group, Mercury, a Ukrainian commer–
cial firm, and the international Research
and Exchanges Board.
Elections 94 headquarters are located in
the Ukrainian Home on the Khreshchatyk
in the city center. Mr. Zvarych said the
building's directors have supported the
effort by reducing the price for rental
space from S6 to 54 cents per square
meter. They have also furnished several
phone lines at no cost.
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Delivered in Ukraine
1-800-832-1789
Landmark, Ltd

For Business Executives, Journalists, Diplomats,
Scholars, the Community
A complete Library of Ukrainian Knowledge - in Five volumes
A Powerful Reference Tool Published in English
Over 15,000 Alphabetical Entries. Maps. Thousands of illustrations.

YEVSHAN
Books - Cassettes - Compact disks - videos
Language tapes - Call for our Catalog
New cassette for kids "Dobryden"

E N C Y C L O P E D I A O F U K R A I N E ORDER FORM
PLEASE SEND ME:

1-800-265-9858

SHlPPlNG ADDRESS: (Please Print)

П The complete 5 volumes of
Encyclopedia of Ukraine
at the special price of
S715.00perset.

VISA-MASTER C A R D A C C E P T E D

BOX 325, BEACONSFLELD, Q U E B E C
CANADA, H9W 5T8

П volume І at S120.00
П volume Hat8130.00
П volume in, iv a v
combined at S490.00

Cdn. residents add
70Xo GST
Total enclosed:
Price includes shipping and handling.
Outside Canada, prices are in US dollars.
GST R136474459.

Please mail to:
Canadian Foundation for Ukrainian Studies
2336A Bloor Street West, Suite 202
Toronto, Ontario Canada, M6S 1P3
Tel: (416) 766-9630 Fax: (416) 766-0599
METHOD OF PAYMENT
Payment or charge account must accompany this order.
installment plan options available; please call for details.
П Cheque ОГ Money Order (payable to Canadian Foundation for Ukrai

П visa
П MasterCard
Card number

ІW

PACKAGE and FOOD Parcel Service

CUT THE COST
OF YOUR STAY lN KYYiv
NEWLY RENOvATED, FULLY EQUlP–
PED APARTMENTS, CENTER OF KYYiv
PHONE,

TV,

н

AIRPORT

PICK-UP

S200-2257WEEK FOR 2-3 PEOPLE

UTOLdv^SXO
REAl!S?ME SiRviCiS
T E L : (714) 523-3969
FAX: (714) 739-7106
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